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fI.BSTAACT 

The pur-poGe of this project was to evaluate. research 

on the effectiveness of volunteer programs in the area 

of courts and corrections. Approximately two hundred and 

fifty research repor~s were initiallY collected and. from 

this collection. a group of forty~three reports were 

found to be usable for purposes of the project. 

Each of the usable reports was evaluated in terms 

of five main considerations: the specificity of the 

program structure; the measurement procedures employed; 

the internal and external validity of the research design; 

the a~propriateness of the data analysis procedures: and 

the policy utility of the report's findings for volunteer 

programming. The components of the evaluation plan were 

applied to a specific set of research issues: volunteer 

recruitment: screening: matching: orientation and training: 

and the impact of the volunteer program on client behavior. 

A primary finding is that there is a lack of empirical 

and valid research which consistently demonstrates that 

volunteer programs are more effective than other (e.g .. 

regular probation) program alternatives. Several recommend

ations for future evaluative research are included in the 

report. such as the need for the development of a uniform 

set of performance criteria and data on the ~ost-effectiveness 
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of volunteer programs. Also. there is a need for 

de"tailed guidelines relevant to program design. imple

mentation. and administraiion. The report concludes 

with a recommended approach for evaluating a volunteer 

progra.m. 
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FOf{VlARD 

This evaludtlon of policy-r81ated research on the 

effectiveness of volunteer programs in courts and 

corrections is one of twenty in a series of projects on 

the Evaluation of Policy-Related Research in the Field 

of Human Resources. funded by the Division df Social 

Systems and. Human Resources in the Research Applied to 

National Needs (RANN) Pl'ogram of the National Science 

Foundation. 

A large body of policy related research on human 

resources has been created over the last quarter century. 

However. its usefulness to decision makers has been 

liJnited because it has not been evaluated comprehensively 

with respect to technical quality. usefulness to policy 

makers. and potential for codification and wider diffusion. 

In addition. this research has been hard to locate and not 

easily accessible. Therefore. systematic and rigorous 

eva'luations of this research are required to provide 

syntheses of evaluated information for use by public 

agencies at all levels of government and to aid in the 

planning and definition of research programs . 
. 

Recognizing these ne~ds. the Division of Social Systems 

and Human Resources issued a Program Solicitation in January. 

1973 for proposals to evaluate policy-related research in 

iii 
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hJClltY-Ol1C CU tt.:['.opies in the field of llulil.:ln 1'~SOU1'CCS. 

1'1I.i.8 compt:!titioll p<':~,lIlh~d in hlL:'nty aw.:tl'J~) in Junt~. 1Q73. 

}~aclt of thl~ projt...'cts was to: 1) cVdlucJ.te the 

internal validity of eacL study by dctermining whether 

the research used appropriate methods and data to deal 

with the questions asked: 2) evaluate the external 

validity of the research by determining whether the 

results were credible in the light of other valid policy-

related research: 3) evaluate the policy utility of 

specific studies or sets of studies bearing on given 

policy instruments: 4) provide decision makers. including 

research funders. with an assessed research base for 

alternative policy actions in a format readily interpret-

able and usable by decision makers. 

Each report was to include an analysis of the validity 

and utility of research in the field selected. a synthesis 

of the evidence. and a discussion of what. if any. additional 

research is required. 

The following is a list of the awards showing the 

research area evaluated. the organization to which the 

. award was made. and the principal investigator. 

(1) An Evaluation of Policv Related Research on New 
Expanded Roles of Heal~h Workers - Yale University. 
School of Medicine. New Haven. Connecticut. 06520: 
Eva Cohen 

An Evaluation of Policy Related Research on the 
Effectiveness of Alter~ative Allocation of Health 
Care Manpower - Interstudy. "123 East.Grant St .. 
lIinneapolis. Minnesota 5540 3 ~ Aaron LOtI/in 
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(3) An EVilluti'Lj on of Policy Related Research on Effects 
of lletil th Care Re~ulation - Policy Center. ,Inc .. 
Suite 500. 789 Sherman. Denver. Colorildo. 80203: 
Patrick 0 I Donoghue. 

(if) An EVilluation of Policy Related Research on Trade
Off's Be'tlt/een Preventive and Primary Health Care -
Boston University Medical Center. Boston University 
School of Medicine. Boston. Mass .• 02215: Paul 
Gertman 

(5) An Evaluation of Policy Related Research on Effectiveness 
of Alternative Programs for the Handicapped - Rutgers 
University. 165 College Avenue. New Brunswick. 
New Jersey. 08901: Monroe Berkowitz 

(6) All Evaluation of Policy Related Research on Effects 
of Alternative Health Care Reimbursement Svstems -
University of Southern California. Departm~nt of 
Economics. Los Angeles. California. 90007: Donald 
E. Yett 

(7) An Evaluation of Policy Related Research on Alternative 
Public and Private Programs for Mid-Life Redirection 
of Careers - Rand Corporation. 1700 Main Street. 
Sarita Monica. California 90406: Anthony H. Pascal 

(8) An Evaluation of Policy Related Research on Relations 
Between Industrial Organization. Job Satisfaction. 
and Productivitv. Brandeis Universitv. Florence G. 
Heller Graduate-School for Advanced ~tudies in Social 
Welf~re. Waltham. Massachusetts 02154; Michael J. Brower 

(9) An Evaluation of POlicy ,Related Research on Relations 
Between Industrial Organization. Job Satisfac'tion and 
Productivity - New York University. Department of 
Psychology. New York. New York 10003: Raymond A. Katzell 

(10) An Evaluation of Policy Related Research on Productivity 
Industrial Organization and Job Satisfaction - Case 
Western Reserve University. School of Management. 
Cleveland. Ohio 44106; Suresh Srivastva 

(11) An Evaluation of Policy Related Research on.Effectiveness 
of Alternative Hethods to Reduce Occupational Illness 
and Accidents - Westinghouse Behavioral Safety Center. 
Box 948. American City Building. Columbia. t-1aryland 
21044: Hichael Pfeifer 
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(12) An Evaluation of Policy Related Research on 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

the Impact of Unionization on Public Institutions -
Contract Research Corporation, 25 Flanders Road. 
Belmont, Massachusctts~ Ralph Jones 

An Evaluation of Policy Related Research on Projection 
of Manpower Requirements - Ohio State University, 
Center for Human Resources Research, Columbus, 
Ohio 43210~ S. C. Kelley 

An Evaluation of Policy Related Research on Effectiveness 
of Alternative Pre-Trial Intervention Programs -ABT 
Associates. Inc., 55 Wheeler Street, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 02l38~ Joan Mullen 

An Evaluation of Policy Related Research on Standards 
of Effectiveness for Pre-Trial Release Programs -
National Center for State Courts, '725 Madison Place, 
N.W., Washington, D.C. '020005; Barry Mahoney 

An Evaluation of Policy Related Research ,on Effectiveness 
of VolunLeer Programs in the Area of Courts and 
Corrections - University of Illinois. Department of 
Political Scienc~, Chicago Circle. Box 4348, Chicago 
Illinois 60680~ Thomas J. Cook 

An Evaluation of Policv Related Research on Effectiveness 
of Juvenile Delinquency Prevention Program - George 
Peabody College for Teachers, Department of Psychology. 
Nashville. Tennessee 37203; Michael C. Dixon 

An Evaluation of Policy Related Research on Exercise 
of Discretion by Law Enforcement Officials - College 
of William and Mary Metropolitan Building. 147 Granby 
Street. Norfolk. Virginia 23510: W. Anthony Fitch 

An Evaluation of Policy Related Research on Exercise 
of Police Discretion - National Council of Crime and 
Delinquency Research Center, 609 2nd Street. Davis, 
California 95616; M. G. Neithercutt 

An Evaluation of Policy Related Research on Post 
Secondary Education for the Disadvantaged - Mercy 
College of Detroit. Department of Sociology, Detroit, 

'Michigan 48219: Mary Janet Mulka 

A complementary series of awards were made by the 

Division of Social Systems and Human Resources to evaluate 
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th('> policy Y'(~la~('d re;~;earcll in the field of Municipal 

Systems. Operations. dlld Ser'vic(,:~s. For tIll" conv12.nienc8 

of the reader. a listing of tlJe~;Q awards appear's beloH: 

(1) Fire Protection - George Institute; of Technology. 
Department of Industrial and Systems Engineering. 
Atlanta, GeJrgia. 30332; D. E. Fyffe 

(2) Fire Protection - NevI Yopk Rand Institute, 545 
Madison Avenue. NeH York, NeH York 10022~ Arthur J. 
Swersey 

(3) Emergency Medical Services - University of Tennessee. 
Bureau of Public Administration, Knoxville, Tennessee 
37916. Hyrom Plaas 

(4) Municipal Housing Services - Cogen Holt and Associates, 
956 Chapel Street. New Haven, Connecticut 06510: 
Harry Wexler 

(5) Formalized Pre-Trial Diversion Programs in Municipal 
and Metropolitan Courts - American Bar Association •. 
1705 DeSales Street. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036~ 
Roberta-Rovner-Pieczenik 

(6) Parks and Recreation - National Recreation and Park 
Association, 1601 North Kent Street, Arlington, Va., 
22209; The Urban Inst .• 2100 M St., N.W., Washington 
D.C. 20037; Peter J. Verhoven 

(7) Police Protection - Mathematica. Inc .• 4905 Del Ray 
Avenue. Bethesda. Maryland 200llt~ Saul I. Gass 

(8) Solid Waste Management - Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. Department of Engineering. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 02139: David Marks 

(9) Citizen Participation Strategies - The Rand Corporation, 
2100 M Street, N.W .• Washington, D.C. 20037; Robert Yin 

(10) Citizen Participation: Municipal Subsystems - The 
University of Michigan, Program in Health Planning, 
Ann Arbor.. Michigan 48104: Joseph L. Falkson 

(11) Economic Development - Ernst,S Ernst, 1225 Connecticut 
Avenue. N.W., Washington. D.C. 20036; LaHrence H. Revzan 

................ ----~------------------------------------------
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(12) Goal of Economic Development - University of Texas
Austin, Center for Economic Development, Department 
of Economics, Austin. Texas, 78712; Niles M. Hansen 

(13) Franchising and RegGlation - University of South 
Dakota 57069; C. A. Kent 

(14) 

(15 ) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

Municipal Information Systems - Universitv of Calif
ornia, Public Policy Research Organizatio~. Irvine, 
California 92664; Kenneth L. Kraemer 

Municipal Growth' Guidance Systems - University of 
Minnesota, School of Public Affairs, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota 55455; Michael E. Gleeson 

Land Use Controls - Universitv of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill. Center for Urban" and Regional Studies. 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514; Edward M. Bergman 

Land Use Controls - The Potomac Institute, Inc. ~ 1501 
Eighteenth Street, N.W .• Washington, D.C. 20036; 
Herbert M. Franklin 

Municipal Management Methods and BUdgetary Processes _ 
The Urban Institute. 2100 M Street. N.W., Washington. 
D.C.; 20037; Wayne A. Kin~el 

Personnel Systems - Georgetown University. Public 
Service Lab., Washington. D.C. 20037: Selma Mushkin 

Copies of the above cited research evaluation reports 

for both Municipal Systems and Human Resources may be obtained 

directly from the principal investigator or from the National 

Technical Information Service (NTIS) U.S. Dept. of Commerce, 

5285 Port Royal. Springfield, Virginia, 22151 (Telephone: 

703/321-8517), 

This research evaluation by Thomas J. Cook (PI) of the 

University of Illinois. Department of Political Science, 

Chicago Circle. Box 4348. Chicago, Illinois 60680 on An 

Evaluation of Policy Related Research on Effectiveness 

.. 
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of Volunteer Programs in the Area of Courts and 

Correction's was 11l'('!pare<l wi tll thL~ SllPPOl't of the"· 

Na.tiona.l Scienco Foundation. Th.e opinions. finJings. 

conclusions, or recommendations are solely thoBe of the 

authors. 

It is a policy of the Division of Social Systems 

and Human Resources to assess the relevance. utility, 

and quality of the projects it supports. Should any 

readers of this report have comments in these or other 

regards, we would be particularly grateful to receive 

them as they become essential tools in the planning of 

future programs. 

Lynn P. Dolins 
Program Manager 
Division of Social Systems 

and Human Resources 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

INTRODUCTION 

This Executive Summary is based on our review of 

literature dealing with volunteer programs in the area 

of courts and corrections. The objectives of the 

summary are: 

1. To give a brief description of th~ objectives 
of our review and the methods used to evaluate 
the research 

2. To desc~ibe the steps we used in evaluating 
the literature. 

3. To present a summary of our results. 

·4. To suggest future areas for research. 

5. To present the basic considerations in 
conducting a program evaluation. 

~Increasing numbers of individuals are becoming 

involved in the criminal justice system through participation 

in volunteer programs in the area of courts and corrections. 

The basic underlying assumption is that volunteers and 

volunteer programs make a meaningful contribution to the 

criminal justice system. The extent and types of volunteer 

activity vary greatly and are as diversified as the range 

of skills and resources available within the setting of a 

xi 
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volun Leer progl'~lIn. OuI' pUI'pO~H3 in this resC'lu'ch was to 

exumine thh; uncic'l'lyinr; ilSfiumption and d~;SeSG thQ 

effectiveness of volunteers. 

OBlTECTIV:CS or THE STUDY 

This study is concerned with evaluating ~esearch; on 

the effectiveness of volunteer programs in achieving their 

intended goals or objectives. The following were set as 

the primary research objectives for this project: 

- to evaluate the technical quality of research 
evaluations on the effectiveness of volunteer_' 
programs in courts and corrections. 

to evaluate the general policy utility of 
evaluRtion research on volunteers in courts 
and corrections. 

t~ identify the issue areas where there is a 
need for additional evaluation research. 

The assessment of technical quality requires an 

evalua tion of the extent to which the 'conclusions of a 

'. ,'report are adequately supported by objective evidence. 

The objective of evaluating the general policy btili~y 

~efers to an assessment of the applicability of research 

findings from one program setting to other program 

settings. The final _objective entailed an identification 

.' of the research issues associated with' volu,ntee'r programs 

which need additional research ~n,terms of evaluating 

program effectiveness. 
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The exclusiv(! focus of th.i.~; f;f'oj oct c(~ntered upon 

the aVuilable written rc:portD of volunteer program 

evaluations.. A literatuI'e search resulted in obtaining 

a total collection of approximately 240 books, written 

reports, research articles, etc. The research reports 

were urganized in tel'ffi;3 of theil' yle~,ea.rch focus. They 

were classified in terms of the types of research 

questions that were addressed in the report and dealt 

with the following broad issue ~ategories: 

Managerial Questions: Recruitment, volunteer 
screening, placement and matching, orientation 
and training, volunteer incentive and support, 
administration of programs and volunteer 
coordination. 

Ass~ssing the Imoact of a Volunteer Program: 
Impact· on the clients, on the staff, on other 
service-centered agencies, on the community at 
large, on the volunteers, on the victims. 

Research-Specific Issues: Who should do the 
research?, funding of research?, what kind of 
research should be done, etc.? 

EVALUATION PLAN 

The Evaluation Plan for this study consisted of the 

following five main components of each report: 

the degree to which the research report contained 
a specified program structure. 

the measurement procedures contained in a report. 

- the research design utilized. 

) 
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- the appropriateness of the data analysis 
contained in a report. 

- the potential policy utility of a report. 

In regard to program structure, the critical question 

was: given the information in the report, could we 

replicate the program at another location? Was there 

an unambiguous statement of the problem and identification 

of the program goals or objectives, a specification of the 

main program activities, an ide~tification of the target 

population, and a specification of effectiveness criteria 

for measuring program success? 

In regard to measurement considerations, we evaluated 

the extent to which the measurement procedures used in an 

evaluation were standardized, objective, reliable and 

valid. In regard to design considerations, we were 

concerned with the explicitness of the research design 

contained in each report, and the extent to which the 

research design overcame various threats to the internal 

and external validity of the design. Internal validity 

referring to intrinsic features of the research design 

which may cast doubt on hypothesized causal relationships 

and external validity referring to the generalizability 

(or applicability) of a report's conclusions to other 

locations, populations, time oeriods, etc. Under the 

heading of data analysis, each study was evaluated in 



terms of the [ollowiTl8 considerations; 

a. the appropriatCilC.'ss of the data anu:lysis in terms 
of the study: s data se t charactex'isticG) and the 
type of analytical questions posed in the study. 

b. the estimation of both the short and long-term 
effects of program action. 

c. the estimation of both the intended and potential 
spill-over effects of program action. 

d. the estimation of both the main vs. the interactive 
effects of program action. 

In terms of policy utility, our task was to provide 

the reader with information of a three-fold nature: 

- information concernirlg the distribution of 
technically sound evaluative research across 
research issues .. 

provision of an issue-specific evaluation of 
research on volunteer program effectiveness. 

- priority research recommendations, both 
sllbstantive and research-oriented, relative 
to specific issue areas. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

Our major conclusions are presented in terms of 

findings regarding research in specific issue areas. 

Our purpose here is to provide a convenient, capsulized 

set of conclusions which review the major findings stated 

in the text of the report. 

Recruitment. The body of research which we 

evaluated focused exclusively on the following three 

. . 
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factors: 1) the methods of recruitment; 2) the number 

of people who were recruited by different methods, and 

3) target populations where more effective recruitment 

efforts are needed. In regard to points 1 and 2, friends 

and then newspaper ads were the most successful methods 

for recruiting volunteers. In regard to point 3, the 

research 'reports generall~ agree that there is a need for 

increased recruitment methods to attract male volunteers, 

minority group volunteers, voluntee~s f~om working class 

backgrounds ,lower income volunteers and volunteers in 
• 0 

rural areas. Our major recommendation in this. issue area 

is that an evaluation of the cost-effectiveness of 

alternative recruitment methods be given high research 

priority. 

- Screening. In this issue area we found that the 

quality control aspects of screening effectiveness are not 

unanimous. Some contend that anyone who applies to be a 

volunteer should be so allowed, while others argue for 

possession of additional attributes regarding skill in 

serving clients in addition to simply having interest in 

serving as a volunteer. We argue, therefore, for an 

objective, reliable and valid screening procedure which 

maximizes the chances of ~creening in potenti~ily effective 

volunteers and minimizes the effect of either over or 
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U11dcl' UCl'l!CIl i ng. 

sOUT.~CeE; of ill[Ol'H1dLion ,U'c L',l~ncP<1.lly Cil:l~d ,-w \..~\)J1\'Pl'i~;jlll'. 

the basis uron Vlhj ch the scrccnin£; pI'oce~ ... s is pCI'formcd, 

no study provided fully objective guidelines for 

applying sets of these criteria to the screening 

process. In fact, r~search in this issue area is 

characterized by varying definitions of volunteer 

"success" and the inclusion of different types of 

predictive variables such that 'there is little compara

bility across studies relative to an agreed upon set of 

objective measures for predicting volunteer success. 

Our major future research recommendation in this regard 

is for the development of a set of ob~ective and uniformly 

applied criteria for screening volunteer applicants. 

- Orientation and Training. hfhile there is a 

generally shared consensus on the need for effective 

volunteer training, we found no single model of volunteer 

training which was consistently applied across a wide 

range of programs. While several different training 

methods were used, there hlas a marked absence of any 

systematic model ~vhich 3pellcd out the r3pec.Lfic format 

in which tho methods were combined into a trainln£; 

package with explicit guidclineGfor implemu~ting'the 

package within a training program. In addition, we 

-. 
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found relatively little systematic and empirical evidence 

on the effectiveness of.alternative training procedures. 

We found, for eXdmple, no evidence which systematically 

demonstrated the necessary linkage between training and 

program effectiveness such that one could confidently 

argue that a program would not be as effective without 

the training component. Our major research recommendation 

in this issue area is for systematic testing of alternative 

training procedures within a variety of court settings, 

and an identification of the conditions under which 
1/1 

various training methods are most efficiently ~nd 

effectively applied. 

- Matching. Within this issue area we concluded 

that research as to which matching criteria are more 

lik~ly to produce successful outcomes from the one-to-

one relationship is inconclusive. The major shortcoming 

of the research in this area was the lack of an objective 

standard for evaluating matching SUccess and the absence 

of explicit guidelines for the application of matching 

criteria. 

- Client Impact. While the client impact issue 

category constituted the largest single research 

concentration of those reports screened as candidates 

for"a full evaluation, we found no clear-cut evidence 

that volunteer programs in courts and corrections are 
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more Guccessful them ot-hcr progp<lm <11 t01'!1cl t:i Vl'E; in 

achieving common object.ives. The amount of valid resecu'ch 

evidence is simply too limited and mixed for a firm conclusio~ 

'~o be dravm. Limitations of research in this issue area 

were prominent. First, in reports claiming success, there 

were no "pure" volunteer vs. no volunteer group compar>isons. 

Second, Tarely were the full complement of program 

activities experienced by an offender specified. Third, 

we did not firJ a single pair of research reports which 

used the same set of performance criteria as measures of 
" 

program effectiveness. Thus, a major recommendation In 

this issue area was for the development and use ofa 

national set of effectiveness criteria so that a set of 

standardized performance norms both for evaluating 

prcgrams and inventorying program results could be 

established. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The following have been identified as priority areas 

for future research efforts in the voluntee~ field: 

- Considerably more evaluative research on the 

most'cost-effective methods for recruiting volunteers. 

'-.Development of efficient and program-effective 

,screening mechanisms for screening volunteers. 
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- Developmept of procedures for testing alternative 

matchin8 strategies. 

- Development of procedures for examination of the 

cost-effectiveness of alternative volunteer training 

programs. 

- Research on the most cost-effective procedures 

for volunteer recognition and reinforcement. 

- Research on the effectiveness of alTernative 

program administration techniques. 

- Research on the effectiveness of volunteer 

programs relative to varying kinds of clientele groups. 

FORMAT FOR CONDUCTING A PROGRAM EVALUATION 

A model is presented which outlines the basic steps 

one could follow in conducting a volunteer program. 

The intent was to identify the major considerations and 

research components that would be relevant to a systematic 

evaluation in terms of minimal information requirements 

and research decisions that would have to be considered: 

- A setting of priorities in terms of the research 

issues to be coverecl in the evaluation. 

- A statement of'problems that a program activity 

is designed to address. 

- A clear specification of program goals and/or 

objectives. 
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- Jdcnlific,tt".1()Jl of t"l\l~ t.ll'g('L lh)pul.ll il)ll h'hil-'ll 

is to b(~ uc l'VQd hy t hl' Pl'\.)gP.ll1\. 

- Delineation of progrwl\ ac tivi t ies des.i~~ncd tl."'l 

achieve program objectives. 

- A specification of COBt estimates associated 

with each pr08Y'dlfl activity. 

- An identification of limitations In the ~ype of 

data to be gathered. 

- Decisions regarding the manner in which data 

will be collected and st6red for retrieval purposes. 

- The selection of indicators of program performance 

which are consistent with program goals and objectives. 

- D~velopment of a rese~rch design that maximizes 

internal and external validity while recognizing constraints 

of the research setting. 

- Estimation of those observed effects which may 

reasonably be attributed to specific program activities. 

- Identification of the major a.ssumptions and/or 

uncertainties contained in the evaluation with estimates 

of how these may have affected the results or conclusions 

of the evaluation. 

CONCLUSION 

Based on our research, one of the principal conclusions 

from our revi~w is that there is ~ paucity of technically 
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valid and useful policy relevant empirical findings dealing 

with the effectiveness of volunteers in the courts and 

corrections area. We have. identified areas in which there 

are immediate needs for fu·ture research and have attempted 

to provide the reader with an evaluation plan that is 

applicable to any kind of volunteer program. 

" 
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h'oject Overvi0w 

Introduction 

Citizen involvement in the crimLJ:c.ll jU.~3t.i.Ct..'" ,3VStt'Tn 

has Lecome a nocessity.. The National !\Jvi~Jorv Comrni:3'3ion 

on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals identifiod 

incr(,ascd ci tizen part icipa tion as Ofl<2 of the "four maj OT' 

priorities for action" in a natiom<Jide (~ffort to l"'c~duce 

crime. As stated in the Commission l'cpor't. " if this 

country is to reduce crime. there must be a wil1ingnet,s 

on the part of every citizen to give of himself. his ti~e. 

his energy. and his imagination."l 

One wav that increasing numbers of individuals are 

becoming involved in the criminal justice system is through 

participation in volunteer programs in the area of courts 

and cor~ections. In this ~ense. participation is in the 

form of people contributing their time. skills. or other 

resources within the context of a court o~ correctional 

system~ the defining characteristic being that thev 

volunteer their service and are not financially remunerated 

for their efforts. The extent and types of volunteer 

activity vary greatly. and are as diversified as the range 

of skills and resources available within the setting of a 

volunteer program. 

Volunteer citizen involvement is not a new .phenomenon. -. 

Volunteer ism in the criminal justice system has been traced 

back to 1822. when a group of volunteers known as th~ 

"Philadelphia Society for Alleviating tho.: rHserv of Puhlic 
-'.. 
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Prisons" first initiated the concept of supervising 

people upon their release from prison. The most often 

cited "father" of volunteerism, however, was a Boston 

shoemaker named John Augustus. In 1841, Augustus obtained 

the release of a drunkard from the Boston police court by 

volunteering to act as his surety. Until his death in 

18L~9. Augustus voluntarily worked with over 2,000 mis

demeanants such as alcoholics. petty thieves, prostitutes, 

etc. 

While this early efforteshowed great promise, volun

teerism in the criminal justice system greatly declined 

in the early 1900's and was largely displaced by the 

movement for the "professionalization" of probation 

services and the utilization of paid probation officers to 

perform functions heretofore handled by volunteers. It 

wasn't until the early 1960's that volunteerism began to 

re-emerge as a mode of public involvement in the criminal 

justice system. This re-emerger.ce mainly came about through 

the development of, and the publicity surrounding~ volunteer 

programs in jurisdictions such as Royal Oak~ Michigan: 

Boulder. Colorado: and Denver. Color~do. Since that time. 

and especially during the period from 1968 to 1974. there 

has been a steady increC\.se in both the magnitude and 

diversity of volunteer activities within the courts and 

corrections area. It has been estimated. for example. 

tnat there are prosently oyer 200.000 volunteers contl'l

but~nb theil' time. efforts. and resources in some 2.000 
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court systellk> throughout the Uni'leJ 

Altllour,h Ull' ll.i.:3l<.H'Y of volulltel'l'it;lll.in tilL' cl'lm.i.n.ll 

jUBtice system is interesting in terms oj ,its initial 

beginning and lc1.tcr re-emergcnce. our chc1rge in this 

report is not to chronicle this history. but rather to 

evaluate research on the effectiveness of volunteer programs 

in achieving their goals or objectives. 3 In meeting this 

charge. the first step was to identify the primary research 

objectives that would guide the over-all research evaluation 

focus of the present study. 

Research Objectives 

The,specific task of this grant award grew out of 

a need as expressed in the iollowing statement: 

"A very large body of pOlicy-related 
research on human resources has been 
created over the last quarter-century. 
This body of research has not been 
evaluated comprehensively with respect 
to technical quality. utility f~r policy 
makers. and potential for codification 
and wider diffusion. This body of 
research is difficult to locate. evaluate. 
and use in decision making. Systematic 
and rigorous evaluations of this 
literature and experience are required 
to aid in the planning and definition 
of research programs concerned with 
human resources and to provide a 
svnthesizerl basis of evaluated infor
mation for potential use by agencies 
at all leve'ls of government. II 4 , 

In line with the above statement~ the following were 

set as the primary research obje~tives for this project: 

First, to evaluate the technical quality ~f research 

" 



evaluations on the effectiveness of volunteer programs 

in courts and corrections~ second. to evaluate the general 

policy utility of evaluation research on volunteers in 

courts and corrections: and. third. to identify the issue 

areas where there is a need for additional evaluation 

researQh. 

Although each of these objectives is discussed in 

detail at later points in the report. a brief statement 

on each will be given here. The assessment of technical 

quality requires an evaluation of the extent to which the 
o 

conclusions of a report are adequately supported by 

objective evidence: that is. could the reader of an 

evaluation report be reasonably confident that the 

conclusions of an evaluation report (e.g .• a claim that 

the program is a success) met acceptable standards of 

systematic program evaluation research? The objective 

of evaluating the general policy utility refers to an 

assessment of the applicability of research findings 

from one program setting to other program settings. In 

other words, were the results of a particular study 

generalizable to other potentjal program locations? 

For example. is there sufficient evidence to infer that 

a group-counseling program evaluated as successful in 

Denver. Colorado would be as effective if implemented 

as part of a volunt~er program in Atlanta. Georgia? 

l'he final objective entailed an identification of the 
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research iss ucr)" as socia ted Hi i.h vollln teer proe:rams \olllich 

need uddj Liunal rc~;ci1reh in tt:!rrn!~ of evaillatinr- program 

effectivenes3. For example. there may be a large number 

of valid studies on effective strategies for volunteer 

recruitment. but very little (if any) valid research on 

the issue of volunteer incentive and support. 

The primary limitation endemic to these research 

objectives concerned the self-imposed constraint thtlt the 

exclusive focus of this project centet'ed upon the available 

written reports of voluriteer program evaluations. To 

gain an over-all perspective on this substantive area. 

we visited several programs ,attended various conferences. 

and personally interacted with numerous people in the 

volunteer field. The specific charge of this grant. 

however. was to evaluate the research literature on 

volunteer program effectiveness. Therefore. the scope of 

the project was delimited to the written reports which 

were obtained during the period of the grant award~ 

September 1. 1973 to August 31. 1974. 

The literature search resulted in obtaining a total 

collection of approximately 240 books. written reports. 

research articles. etc. Application of our literature 

screening cri-teria (see "screening mechani?m" in discussion 

below) greatly reduced the total-collectirn of reports to 

a final workine: collection of 43 reports. This final 

working collection WtlS subjected to the "evaluation plan." 
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as disoussed below. and is the body of researoh upon 

which the findings of this report are based. 

We do not have a precise estimate of the extent 

to which the total collection of reports obtained is 

"represontative ll of all volunteer program evaluations .. 

mainly 'because there has never been a complete survey 

and. hen~e. identification of the population of written 

evaluations in this field. Furthermore. given the fact 

that well over 95% of the written material in this area 

~s not published in traditio~al scholarly or professional 

outlets. but rather in the form of in-house documents. 

staff reports. grant reports. etc .. such an exhaustive 

identification is virtually impossible. As the discussion 

on study selection and screening to follow will point out, 

however. the procedures employed for obtaining research 

reports afforded the greatest opportunity for obtaining 

as large a sample of reseal'ch reports on the topic as 

was available. To the best of our knowledge. the body 

of literature obtained for this project represents the 

largest single collection of research reports on 

volunteer programs today. 

Prior Research Overviews 

At the outset of the project. we were greatly aided 

in'the initial literature search by two prior reports 

w~ibh' examined the volunteer movement from a research 
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1)1'. l:l'nt~Gi. Slll~lll'Y. \-./-18 lhlt;Cd 011 Lllt .LllV(,,'L;L.i.~~dti~"l\ .in 

1971 and a follow-up i~vestigat~on in 1972. 5 In his 

research overview, Dr. Shelley evaluated approximately 42 

studies of different volunteer programs. His overview 

entails a swrunary of each program's operation and an 

evaluation of the research report. In his evaluations, 

he graded each of the reports in terms of their strengths 

and limitations and stated the report's findings and 

conclusions. His overview also made a number of 

recommendations for future research needs. The second 

study was conducted by Ms. Candace Peters as part of a 

research requirement at the University of Denver Graduate 

School of Social Work. 6 In her study. Ms. Peters 

examined 73 completed research projects and categorized 

each report in terms of its primary and secondary research-

issue focus. Ms. Peters also provided a brief interpreta-

tion of the research findings to date for each of the 

issue areas. ;'; 

The present study has extended the Shelley and Peters 

research through an evaluation of over 240 written reports 

on volunteer programs. including a re-evaluation of the 
. 

research reports previously analyzed by Shelley and Peters. 

This report also provides a detailed explanation of ~he 

evaluation plan and evaluative criteria utilized in 

* The interested reader is advised to consult these earlier 
reporti for an appreciation of the over-all development 
of research in ihe area of volunt~ers in courts and corrections. 

-, 
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evaluating each report in terms of the previously stated 

research objectives . 

. Collection and OrBanization of Research ReEorts 

The first maj0r administrative task confronting the 

investigators was to obtain the collection of research 

evaluations that would constitute the primary data for the 

evaluation. A number of different strategies were employed 

to obtain the studies. Initially. letters were written 

to numerous agencies and individuals requesting informa

tion concerning research evaluations of volunteer 

programs. In addition. early contact was established 

with Judge Keith Leenhouts. Director, Volunteers in 

Probation. Inc .• Royal Oak. Michigan. Judge Leenhouts 

facilitated our attendance at the Volunteers In Probation 

National Conference held in Denver. Colorado In earlv 

October. 1973. Through his efforts. we were able to 

establish contact with numerous individuals involved in 

the evaluation of volunteer programs. 

During our attendance at the Volunteers in Probation 

Confer~nce in Colorado. we conferred with Dr. Ivan H. 

Scheier and the staff of the National Information Center 

on Volunteerism (Boulder. Colorado). regarding the 

acquisition of research evaluations on volunteer programs. 

The result of that meeting was a subcontractural arrange

ment t-:i th tl1~ C8nt~r fOl' the acquisition of the research 

.. · 
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studies prescntly on file at the Center and also the 

acquisi tion of numerous research studi0:-;; that had been 

reported as II in prog:c.'css II in both the Slwlley and Peters 

research overviews. 

In addition to the research reports obtained through 

the subcontract. a number of reports were obtained as a 

result of site visits to various programs. written 

communications Kith program directors. conference 

participation. and the unsolicited receipt of research 

reports. 

One of the major problems confronted during the 

collection phase was the development of a procedure for 

classifying and organizing the diverse collection of 

research reports. It was at this point that the earlier 
~': 

work by Candace Peters was most helpful. vve decided 

that the most policy-relevant procedure was to organize 

the research reports in terms of their research issue 

focus; in other words. to classify them in terms of the 

types of research questions that were addressed in the 

report. For example. some reports fecused on the effective-

ness of the volunteer program in terms ef the impact on 

the client (e.g .. r~ducing recidivism). Others emphasized 

the recruitment and training of volunteers. etc. Below is 

a list of the major research issue categeries that were 

utilized in initially organizing the collection of studies 

~.{ The readel" is ref erl't::d to the original study by Ms. Peter's, 
tiP . cit. The major research issue ca tegol'ies utilized in 
this report were ~dapted. "in part. from the Peters study. 
and also from contact with various pe,?ple in the volunteer 
area. 
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wi th an identification of the val"'lious research questions 

relevant to each category. 

I Managerial Questions 

A. Recruitment 

1. Who volunteers and why? 
2. What is the most cost-effective strategy for 

volunteer recruitment in a program-specific 
sense? 

3. What groups are currently over/under recruited 
in specific prograru areas? How can current 
deficiencies in recruitment be best rectified? 

B. Volunteer Screening. Placiement and Matching 

1. \vhat are al tedlative program-specific 
screening mechanisms? 

2. What is the differential perfor~ance of 
screened vs. unscreened volunteers? 

3. ~vhat are the characteristics of successful 
VS. unsuccessful volunteers in a program
specific sense? 

4. What are the alternative program-specific 
methods of matching volunteers to clients? 
What methods have been found to be most 
effective with what programs? What about 
the "receptivityir of the matching procedure 
re: both the volunteer and the client? 
(How important/How determined?) 

C. Orientation and Trainin~ 

1. What are the alternative program-specific 
training procedures? 

2. What are the differential effects of 
alternative training procedures? 

3. What is volunteer and client reaction to 
training? . 

4. What is the performance of trained vs. 
untrained volunteers? 

5. How does the amount and type of line staff 
orientatio~ and training affect the operation 
of the volunteer program? 

6. tIm.; dot..:s tr'aining affect the success of the 
Volunteer Coordindtor's function? 

L-_____________________________________ _ 
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D. Volunteer' Incentive Clnd SU£p"ort 

1. What are alternative methods of volunteer 
recognition/reinforcement? 

2. What are the most effective voluntcer
specific methods of recognition/reinforcement 
(see #1 under recruitment)? 

3. What is the rate of program-specific 
volunteer turn-over? Itlhat are the causes 
of volunteer turn-over? 

l~. How much effect does staff involvement and 
support have on individual volunteer success? 

5. How much effect does staff involvement and 
support have on volunteer program success? 

E. Administration 

1. vJhat are the different program-specific 
administrative structures and how do thev 
relate to the success of specific program 
types? 

2.. What is the most cost-effective mixture 
of paid lin~~staff. Volunteer Coordinators. 
volunteers and program clients? 

3. What is the minimum financial support necessary 
to support different program configurations? 

F. Volunteer Coordination 

1. What are the qualifications/characteristics 
of a successful Volunteer Coordinator. and 
why? 

II Assessing the Impact of a Volunteer Program 

A. On the Clients 

1. What is volunteer program effect on recidivism 
rates? 

2. What is volunteer program effect on noticeable 
changes in client behavior and attitudes 
beyond recidivism? 

3. Volunteer-offender interaction: 
a. What happens between a volunteer and 

offender? 
b. What are the characteriEitics of a 

successful volunteer? 
c. What is the difference between a pro

fessional and a volunteer relationship? 

4: What is client re~ction to the program? 
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On the Staff 

1- What is -the impact of the volunteer program 
on the staff? 

2. Wha-t effect do volunteers have on staff 
workload and type of work staff does? 

3 . What is general staff response to volunteers? 

On Other Service-Centered Agencies 

1. What is the impact of the volunteer program 
on other agencies in the corrununity (those 
involved with the offender. the court or 
,institution. etc.)? 

D. On the Community at Large 

1. What effect do volunteers' have on community 
attitude re: the offenders. the court or 
institution? 

2. What other types of community initiated 
programs have resulted from the volunteer 
in' corrections program? 

E. On the Volunteers 

,1. How does vOlunteering affect the volunteer's 
attitude toward the offender. the court or 
institution? 

2. How does vOlunteering affect the volunteer's 
goals and/or plans? 

F. On the Victims 

III Research Specific Issues 

A. Who should do the research? 

B. Funding of research? 

C. What kind of research should be done? 

D. Role of the researcher? 

E. F01" whom is the research being done? 

1. Administration 
2. Researcher 

'3. Program 

F. What is the best mechanism for the feedback of 
research into p,rogram operation? 

. .. .... '" .. ... ..... .... 

r 
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G. tim" to attract competent l'esedrchl~l'S? 

H. Proper/bes t rela tiorwld p l.lt2tHl~tJn l'L'S ca'rclH,:l't3 
and prof-ram ac1minis tra to!'S! i. 8 •• H11':1 t Qr'e 
the pCJI'ameters of I,vorkint:: l'elationship. best 

"climate" for' research? 

General Proe;ram EVcJ.luations Ci. e .• no specific issue 
focus ) 

Screening Mechanism' 

The next or~~nizational procedure entailed the develop-

ment of a screenlng mechanism for the selection of research 

reports to be fully evaluated in terms of the present 

project's research objectives. Since not all of the 

material collected dealt Ivi th evaluations of volunteer 

program effectiveness. a procedure had to b~ developed to 

screen out those research reports. and other written 

materials. which were not specifically relevant to the 

research objectives. The screening mechanism employed 

followed a four-step procedure and is presented below in 

terms of the set of questions applied to each of the research 

reports. 

First, does the research report focus on one of th~ 

relevant research issues? If the report focused on one of 

the research issues. it was included. at least in this 

step~ in the collection of reports for further evaluation. 

If the study did not focus on one of the research issues. 

it was put in an "out" file and was not subjected to a 

full evaluation. This step was necessary as some of the 



written material received did not specifically pertain 

to volunteers in the CQurts and corrections area. 

Steps two through four in the screening mechanism 

entailed vJhat we considered to be the minimum informational 

requirements necessary for the evaluation of a research 

report in a manner consistent with our stated research 

objecti~es. In other words. if a written report did not 

meet any one of the following requirements. it did not 

fall within the methodological scope of our evaluation 

ylan (as discussed in the n~xt section of this report). 

Step two in the scre~ning mechanism ask~d the question: 

does the report evaluate the effectiveness of a volunteer 

program in achieving an explicitly stated procedural or 

outcome objective or goal? This requirement contains two 

key concepts: effectiveness and program Objectives. 

Effectiveness refers to the success of a program in 

achieving some desired result. This requirement limited 

our evaluation to those reports which contained some type 

of claim of success or achievement. A typical example 

would be the claim that "probationers assigned to 

volunteer counselors were less likely to conunit additional 

offelTlses during the probationary period." By objectives 

we are referring to the. desirable results which the program 

was designed to produce. These objectives constitute the 

targets of program action and must be stated ln a measurable 

(i.e .. quantifiable) fOl:'llI :;:;0 that the extent of program 

" 
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effectiveness m,ay be ob j ecti ve1y determine d. Procedural 

objectives refer to objectives associat0d with the 

questions under Section I of the research issues dealing 

with managerial questions: such as volunteer recruitment~ 

screening. placement and matching. orientation and training. 

etc. An example would be to "reduce the volunteer turn

over rate through an increase in in-service training and 

support acti vi ties. II Outcome obj ecti ves r>efer> to 

objectives associated with Section II of the issues 

dealing with the impact of a volunteer> program on the 

clients of the pr>ogram~ the program staff. other> ser>v~ce

centered agencies. the community at lar>ge. etc. An 

example excerpted from one of the reports was to IIhelp 

the misdemeanant to face his life more adequately and 

avoid further confrontations with the law. 1I In other 

words. the procedural objectives are relevant to the 

operational or administrative aspects of a volunteer 

program. whereas the outcome objectives deal with the 

impact of the program on individuals. or groups of indivi

duals. supposedly served. or helped. by the program. 

If the research report focused on the effectiveness 

of the volunteer pr~gram in achieving either procedural 

or outcome objectives, it was included in the set of 

reports to be fully evaluated. ~f the report did not 

address the effectiveness question. it was not subjected 

to a full evaluation. This decision was based on the 
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argument that if we could not determine precisely what 

it \-7as that the progrc:un was designed to achieve (i. e .. 

program objectives) we did not have a basis upon which 

to evaluate the extent to which it was successful. Also. 

the charre of the grant was to evaluate the effectiveness 

of volunteer programs. and this limited our analysis to 

research reports which contained explicitly stated claims 

of program success (i.e .. effectiveness) vis-a-vis either 

procedural or outcome objectives. This screening require

ment should be underscored~ namely. that the claim of 

program effectiveness/success had to be stated in terms 

of measurable (i.e .• quantifiable) performance criteria. 

This requirem~nt served to screen out reports where the 

claim of program success. or failure. was not. at some 

point in the report. explicitly linked with measurable 

effectiveness criteria. Thus. for example, a report 

with the statement that. "In a successful match. a good 

relationship was form~d and a desired behavior change was 

achieved" did not qualify under this requirement. "Good 

relationship" and tlBehavior change" needed to be fully 

explicated in terms of specific behavioral measures. 

The third step in the screening process was an 

examination of the report in terms of the exient to which 

the authors of the report clearly specified the progra~ 

activities designed to achieve program objectives. and 

included objective measures of program effectiveness. 

-. 
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This. we felt. was a critical requirement for each report 

if we were to be able to ma~e meaningful stateme~ts 

about the validity of the concltisions contained in the 

report. For. unless tve knot.; precisely how a program was 

designed to achieve its stated objectives (i.e .• program 

activi ties). and what measure~; were employed to determine 

the extent of program success (i.e .. effectiveness criteria). 

we did not have a basis for an evaluation of the report. 

A failure to clearly speclfy program activities was 

one of the most pronounced shortcomings of the research we 

evaluated. In most cases. shorthand expressions such as 

one-to-one counseling. group therapy. job counseling. etc .. 

were contained in the report with no specification of the 

program actions. or operations. associated with these 

terms. In other words. the administrative details of 

program implementation (i.e .. process) were not fully 

explicated. Thus. early in our screening procedures we 

were forced to relax this criterion by accepting these 

shorthand expressions and not insisting upon a full 

specification of program activities. As will be discussed 

later. this placed great limitations on the gcneralizability 

(i.e .• policy utility) of the evaluation results from 

one program setting to another. The requirement that the 

effectiveness criteria be stated ln quantifiable terms is 

relatively straightforward: unless we know how the 

effectiveness of a pl'Ogl'cllll WdS measured. we could not 

... 

-. 
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determine the extent to which a specific objective was. 

or was not. achieved. 

The fourth and final requirement can be stated as 

follows: are the conclusions OP recommendations (;ontained 

in an eval tion report supported by some type of empirical 

data base? That is. did the report offer some type of 

empirical evidence as support for a claim of program 

effectiveness? If the report offered empirical data 

either through an experiment. survey. examination of court 

records. etc .. as support for a claim of program success, 

it was included In the g'oup of studies to be fully 

evaluated. If. on the other hand. the report did not 

cL'ntain any empirical evidence. it was put in the "out!! 

file and was not subjected to a full evaluation. In our 

view. the absence of empirical support for a claim of 

program success precluded any systematic validation. or 

invalidation. of the claim. For example, a report may 

assert that "the recruitment strategy employed in the 

program was very successful in obtaining high quality 

volunteers." In the absence of empirical data. we had 

no basis for evaluating the statement in terms of a 

specific set of validation criteria. While the statement 

. may have reflected a sincere appraisal of t~e program~ 

the lack of empirical evidence precluded an evaluation of 

the stateffi0nt in tCl'ms of accepted standards of evaluation 

l'~st;:lat'ch me thodology . 7 
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Scrcenine Outp~t 

The results of the screening process are presented 

here to provide a sUlnmary of the distribution of research 

reports across the range of research issues endemic to 

the volunteers in courts and corrections area. An 

examination of the issue matrix below provides a quick 

summary of -the research concentrations relati vo to 

different issue areas and suggests those areas in need of 

further research focus. The numbers within the issue 

matrix refer to the numbers of the research reports 

EEesented under the bibliographic section at the end of 

the report. 

The research studies are classified in terms of 

their primary and secondary research foci and whether or 

not they contained an effectiveness analysis component. 

All of the studies obtained for this report were initially 

screened 11 in" or "out il and classified in terms of their 

primary and secondary focus. Two points are relevant 

here: first. studies were screened "in" if they had any 

empirical data relevant to one of the identified research 

issues; Thus. if a study is represented in the matrix. it 

had some empirical data. however limited. Many of the 

reports obtained for this study were primarily prescriptive 

and did not contain any form of empirical data as support 

for recommendations. While we have listed these studies 

~-----------------------------------------------------



CATEGORY 

I Managerial Ouestions 

A. Recruitmen1: 

l. Who volunteers and why? . 

2. What is the most cost-
effective strategy for 
volun1:eer recruitment 
in a program-specific 
se~lse? 

") What groups are current--' . 
Iv over-under recruited 
i~ specific program 
areas? How can current 
def~ciencies in recruit-
ment be best rectified? 

B. Volunteer Screening. 
Place~ent and Matching 
1. vlhat are alternative 

program-specific 
screening mechanisms? 

" 

2 . What is the differ en-
tial performance of I screened vs. unscreened 

I volunteers? 

I 
I 

.' 

ISSUE MATRIX 

80 

106 

PRIMARY 
FOCUS 

. 

230E 

SECONDARY 
FOCUS 

7. 12. 13. 19. 23. 27. 
32. 33. 34, 36. 40. 41. 
48. 49. 51. 58. 72. 73. 
113. 118. 141. 151. 176 • 
119. 205. 206. 209 

12. 25. 27. 32. 141. 
151. 177. 209 

33. 40. 58. 118. 150. 
151. 153 

7 . 12. 13. 25. 33. 34. 
36. 40. 50. 51. 53C. 
74. 99. 118. 151. 153. 
205. 209. 230E 

118 

80. 

118 

53C. 

EFFECTIVENESS 
ANALYSIS 

151 . 

74 

-
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Issue Hatrix(2) 

CATEGORY 

3. Hha t are the charac-::or
istics of successful 
vs. unsuccessful 
volunteers in a program
specific sense? 

4. ~hat are the alternative 
program-specific methods 
of ~atching volunteers 
to clients? Hhat methods 
have been found to be 
most effective with what 
progra!1ls! \>]hat about the 
"receptivity" of the 
ma~ching procedure re: 
both the volunteer and 
the _client? (How im
po~tant/ho~ determined?) 

C. Orientation and Training 

1. What are the alterna
tiv~ program-specific 
training procedures? 

2. 'iJhat are the differen
tial effects of alter
na~ive training 
procedures 

,I 

PRIMARY 
FOCUS 

34. S3C. 74. 
122. 157 

2S, 48. 64. 74. 
84C. 99. 134. 
230E 

36 

SECONDARY 
FOCUS 

12, 23. 178. 230E 

7, 13. 33.40, S3C. 72. 
73. 106. 151. 177. 209. 
212B. 231 

7. 12. 13, 23. 25. 27 
33. 34. 40. 46. 51. 72 
73. 109. 113. 118. 141, 
151. 205. 209. 212A. 212B 

153 

EFFECTIVENESS 
ANALYSIS 

S3C. 74. 157. 178 

13. 48. 53C. 64, 74. 
84C. 99.134.-231 

13. 36. 118 

. { 

IV 
f-' 

~' 
f., 
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Issue Hatrix (3} 

CATEGORY 

2. What are the differential 
effects of alternative 
training procedures? 

3. ·Hhat is volunteer and 
client reaction to train-
ing? 

4. What is the performance 
of trained vs. untrained 
volunteers? -

5. How does the amount and 
type of line staff orienta-
Lion and training affect 
the operation of the 
volunteer program 

D. Volunteer Incentive and 
SUEpor1: 

1. vlliat are alternative 
methods of volunteer 
recognition/reinforce-
ment? 

2. Vlhat-are the most effect-
ive volunteer specific 
methods of recognition! 
reinforcement'(see #1 under 
Recruitment.)? 

•• 1 

46, 

63 

. -

PRIMARY 
FOCUS 

. 

72 

I 

i 
I 

I 

I 
I 

153 

7.~ 13~ 

SECONDARY 
FOCUS 

19. 23 ~ 32, 
204, 206. 212B 

19. 25, 150. 205 

7~ 13~ 23 ~ 31. 141. 

41 

t 

209 

I 

--

EFFECTIVENESS 
ANA!..'l'SIS 

-

"-J 
"-J 

, 
\ 
1 
\ -t 
I 

r. , , 
t 
[ 
~ 
~ 
f. 
i~ , 
~ 

" !-
I 

l 
i 
f 

r 
t 
~ 
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Issue l1atrix (4) 

CATEGORY 

3. What is the rate of 
program-specific 
volunteer turnover? 

4 • Eow much effect does 
staff involvement and 
su??ort have on indivi-
dual volunteer success? 

5. ~o~ much effect does staff 
in'lolvemen~ and support 
~a'le on volunteer success? 

Administration 

l. ~hat are the different 
pr~gram-specific adminis-
trative structures and 
hQ:-l do they relate to the 
s~ccess of specific pro-
gram types? 

2. ~hat is the most cost-
effective mixture of paid 
li~e staff, volunteer 
coordinators. volunteers 
and program clients? 

.. --

" 

PRIMARY 
FOCUS 

,-

SECONDARY 
FOCUS 

19. ,27, 33 • 49. l5I. 
174. 176. 206, 209 

19. 23, 179. 204 

71. 179 

7 • 19, 23. 33 • 40~ 57 
80. 113. 145. 151. 153. 
174. 177. 179. 209, 212B 

19 

! 

EFFECTIVENESS 
ANALYSIS 

. 

", 

. 

tV 
W 

) 

I 
I 
I 



Issue Ma·trix (5) 

CATEGORY -

3. What is the minimum 
financial support 
necessary to support 
uifferent program con-
figurations? 

. 

F. Volunteer Coordination , 

1. What are the 'qualifica-
tions/characteristics of 
a successful volunteer 
coordinator and why? . 

II Assessing the Impact of a 
Volunteer Program 
• 

A. On the Clients 

l. What is volunteer pro-
gram effect on rates 
reci'divism rates? 

2. What is volunteer 
program effect on notice-
~ble changes in client 
behavior and attitudes . beyond recidivism? 

.. 

34, 
49. 
109. 
178. 

31, 
53C. 
179. 

PRIMARY 
FOCUS 

. 

42. 44. 47. 
53C. 84B. 
167. 174. 
212A. 231 

42. 4 c 
v • il9, 

8LfB. 166. 
212A. 231 

J 

7. 13. 

SECONDARY 
FOCUS 

201, 209 

23. 32. 150, 153. 177 

7 • 12. 13. 40. 42. 57 
73. 113, 141. 152. 177, 
204. 205. 212B. 240 

.. 

7 • 13, L' 3 • 32. 57. 122 
122. 141. 153. 177. 206 

-

I 

_"4 

ALL 

ALL 

EFFECTIVENESS 
ANALYSIS 

. 

N 
..r: 

. 

I , 
I 
i ,. 
i 
f 

t 
; 
! 
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Issue Matrix (6) 

CATEGORY 
3 • Volunteer-offender 

interaction? 
a. What happens between 

a volunteer and 
offender 

1- ~'lha 1: are the v. 

characteristics of a 
successful volunteer 
and/or relationship 

c. ~'lhat is the difference 
between a professional 
and a volunteer rela-
tionship? 

4. Wha1: is client reaction 
to the program? 

B . On the Staff 

1. '/I,.at is the impact of 
the volunteer program 
on the staff? 

2. What effect do volun-
teers have on· staff 
workload and type of 
~lork staff does? 

.' 

' -' -

;-

- - . 

I 
I 

I 
I 

??_Il1ARY 
7"'JCl)S 

2.22, 161 

212A. 240 

7 • 
35. 
74, 

7 • 
73, 
231 

7 • 

~2. 

SECONDARY 
FOCUS 

13. 23. 32. 
4 0 ~ 4 9a. 49B. 

35. 
53C. 

153. 204, 212A. 231 

13, 23, 34. 48, 53C 
74, 122. 161. 205. 

32. 40. 73, 153. 
174. 179. 206 

7 • 12. 23. 34, 49A. 49B 
179. 231 

32, 40, 153,177, 209 

40. 50. 51, 75, 205, 
212B 

i 
i 
I 
I 

I 

40 

EFFECTIVENESS 
ANALYSIS --- -

. 

N 
en 

'''i 
i 



Issue Matrix (7) 

CATEGORY 
3. t-lhat is general staff 

re~ponse to volunteers? 
> , 

C. On G:her Service-Centered 
Agencies 

1. Hhat' is the impact of 
the volunteer program 
on other agencies in 
the community (those 
involved with the 
offender. the court or 
institution, etc.?) 

D.. On the Community at Large 

i. What effect do vol un-
teers have on community 
re: the offenders the 
court or institution? 

2. What other types of 
co~~unity initiated 
programs have resulted 
from the volunteers in 
corrections program? 

27, 

31, 

PRIMARY 
FOCUS 

43 ~ 148 

33~ 58, 150 

23. 
153, 

32. 

SECONDARY 
FOCUS 

51. S 7", 71, 
174~ 177, 205, 

150. 
209 

19. 36, 72, 174, 177, 212A 

13~ 19. 32. '49. 57, 72, 
153. 170. 174, .. 177 ... 205, 
212B 

212B 

------

! 

EFFECTIVENESS 
ANALYSIS 

. 

~ 
Cl 

~ 

, 
t 

I . 
, 
f 
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Issue Matrix (8) 

CA:rEGORY 

E. On- the Volunteers 

l. HOY1 does volunteering 19. 
affect the volunteer's 
attitude tOYlard the 
offender and the court 
or· institution? 

2. Hov! does volunteering 
affect the volunteer's 
career goals and/or 
plans? 

-
F •. On ~he Victims 

III ?esearcn-Specific Issues 

~~o should do the research? 
2. Funding of research? 

3. ~hat kind of research should 
be done? 

~. Role of the researcher? 
S. For whom is.the research 

being done? (Administration, 
Researcher, Program) 

Q. 1ihat is the best mechanism 
for the feedback of research 
into program operation? 

7. How to attract competent 
researchers? 

PRIMARY 
FOCUS 

4-6 • 231 

SECONDARY 
FOCUS 

7 • 12. 23~ 27 , 32. 41. 
49. 58. 72. 14-1. 145. 

41 

7 
.. 

7 
7. 13, 26, 32. 33: 34. 
36, 40, 49 

212B 

58. 151. 176. 206~ 207. 
230B 
23 

176 

7. 32. 33 

EFFECTIVENESS. 
NJALYSIS -

7 

. 

IV 
--.J 

t 
t • 



_5S':~ !1atrix (9) 

I7 

CATEGORY 
I 

Seneral'Program Evaluation 

PRlt-'.ARY 
FOCUS 

13~ 19. 23. 26. 32. 
57. 71. 73. 113, 151. 
153. 170. 176, 177. 
200. 204. 205. 206. 
209. 212B 

SECONDARY 
FOCUS 

.. 

EFFECTIVENESS 
, ANALYSIS 

'" co 

t 
~ 

I· t, 
i 
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in th(.; bilJliogr'cJ.phic [itlctiofl, th~y wc;r'c; not scr'cE~ncd Ilin" 

for a more intensive C!valuatioIl. due to th8 fact that they 

did not give evidence. at least initially. of containing 

-any type of data base susceptible to a systematic 

validation. Second, the desienation of primary and 

secondary focus is. to some degree. arbitrary and we do 

not imply that the categories are mutually exclusive. 

The classifications contained in the matrix constitute 

the pooled judgments of the principal. investigators and 

, research assistants regardillg the primary and secondary 

focus for each study. Ttiis determination was made after 

reading each report and discussing its research f6cus. 

In a general sense. the distinction between primary 

and secondary focus rested on three considerations: 

1) the stated intent of the research report: that is. the 

research objectives stated by the authors of the report 

regarding the focus of the report (e.g .. matchine, screen-

ing, client impact, etc.)~ 2) the presence or absence of 

data in the report dealing with a particular research 

issue~ and/or 3) the amount of report space devoted to 

the analysis and interpretation of data focusing on a 

specific research issue. In most cases. the first two 

con~jderations settled ~he issue concerning" the classifi-

cation of a study. That is. for example.' if a repol't 

discussed client impact and pl'csented J.:1ta on that issut~ 

and also disclJ.::';sl2.J thl2. lI\d ~chil\s iUGU0 bu L did no L pret3i2n t 

.... ...., ... -
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any data on that issue. it was cl~ssified under the 

client impact category in terms of its primary focuci 

and under the matching category in terms of a secondary 

fouus. In the few cases where data were present on a 

number of issues. vle based our' judgment on the relative 

amount of space devoted to the analysis and interpretation 

of the data for each of the issues. For example. the 

authors may have generated a large amount of data on the 

matching issue. and yet only provided a few summary 

statistics on the questi6n of recruitment. In this 

example, the study would be classified as having matching 

as a primary focus and recruitment as a secondary focus. 

This explains why some studies are cited under different 

issue areas with different designations of primary and 

secondary focus. 

As can be seen from the matrix below. the greatest 

attrition in the total screening process occurred in the 

classification of studies as to whether or not they contained 

an effectiveness analysis component. To be included in 

the effectiveness analysis column. a study had to contain 

an explicitly stated effectiveness analysis component 

consistent wit11 the discussion of effectiveness analysis 

presented earlier. S'pecificall~. a statement. or set of 

statements. positing an empirical~y testable hypothesis 

to the effect; that a causal l~ela~ionship exists between 

the perfOl'Ill.:111C\::! 01 a givc.n prot:.r~lI\ activl t.y. and the 
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attaiJ1lllcllt of Cl qUlllltificJ Pl'ucl!(lllJ.'dl OJ' Olltl'OIllC (")bjl'ct j Vl'. 

l'urtlJcl'IllUl.'l!. L11dl lltc ltYP()Llll,~;jli WdlJ dl'ludlly t~ubjl'L'll'd 

to <.1.11 ulIlpil'iC!ul tl.:!Gl ant.! thc l'0~juLlt; 01 the ll~~)t Pl't't:l'l1lt'd 

in a readily interpretable manner. Only those studies 

which met these criteria were subjected to a full 

evaluation in this report. The findings discussed In the 

report are based on the results presented in those studies 

classified under the effectiveness analysis column. As 

was stated previously. a total of 43 stUdies were 

ultimately placed in ~his category. 

In looking at the matrix. the most obvious conclusion 

to be drawn is that. in general terms. there is a marked~y 

uneven distribution of research concentration across the 

issue areas. Some areas such as the client impact area 

received considerable research attention. while other 

areas. such as volunteer recognition and support received 

scant attention. This unevenness is somewhat understandable 

in that most reports tended to emphasize one or two issue 

areas and did not give equal attention to the full range of 

issues. Those areas of secondary concern tended to only 

get a prief mention. 

The uneven research focus is even more evident when 

one looks at "the effectiveness analysis column. The modal 

tendency was for research to foctlS on the client impact 

area and next to focus on the area of volunteer matching. 

At the conclusiun of this report we have prepared an agenda 

'----------------------------- - ""'-"'--------~-~ -~ -~ -- --
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for recommended futur'c pcscarch in the volunteer area. 

The re::C1dcr is directed- there for a fuller discussion of 

recOlmnended future research priorities. 

Evaluution Plan 

The evaluation pl~n for this stddy is presented in 

ter'm~; of fi vo mo.in components: the degr>ce to which the 

program structure is clearly specified; the measurement 

procedures contained in a report; th~ research design: 

the appropriateness of the data analysis contained in a 
. ~ 

report; and. finally. the, potential policy utility of a 

report. Only those reports which passed all of the 

previously discussed steps in the screening mechanism 

were subjected to this full evaluation as outlined in 

the evaluation plan. 

1. Specificity of Program Structure 

Program structure refers to the interrelated set of 

objectives. activities, and effectiveness criteria which 

form the basis for both the design and operation of the 

program and the measurement of program effectiveness. 

The primary focus of this step was the clarity and complete-

ness of the report in detailing the important operational 

components of the volunteer program. A que~tion we 

applied to each report was: given the information in 

this report, coulL! ~-1e l'eplicate the program at another 

location'? 
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d. /\1\ Ulldllll>i)',ul)lW t.~l,lt'.~JIll'IJlllr llll'tq\l'l'irjl.' 
p.J:'obl~Ill(~;) tlhll thl.' Pl'l1~~l'\lI11 \v'.l:; de:; i~~I1l~d 
to solvc~ (~.L', •• c::'-'imln,ll l'~c_iJi.vL;I1\). 

b. Identification of the p1"o£.pam fOuls or 
objectives (procedural and outcome) upon 
which the impact. 01" effectiveness. of the 
program is to be evaluated. The goals/ 
Objectives must be stated in a potentially 
measurable form. 

c. Specification of the main program activities 
designed and implemented to achieve the 
stated program objectives. This aspect of 
program structure is crucial as it is most 
irllportant that we know precisely lI~vhat it is II 
in the over-all prog~am operation that 
'succeeded or failed. This requires that 
each program activity (e.g .. one-to-one 
counseling. role playing. etc .• ) must be 
described in sufficient detail to permit 
the potential replication of the activity 
within a different program setting. This 
is best done through a specification of 
the operational characteristics of the 
prog1"am's se1"vice'deli F e1"Y (i.e .. the 
details of prog1"am implementation). 

d. Identification of the target population that 
was either the recipient of a given program 
service (i.e .. clientele group) or was 
designated as the group to be affected by 
the program action. This would require 
a specification of the relevant target 
population characteristics (e.g .. sex. age. 
race. education. offense history, etc.~) 
which may affect the potential or actual 
extent of program effectiveness. 

e. Specification of the effectiveness c1"ite1"ia 
which formed the benchmarks for measuring 
the effectiveness of program action. A 
concern here was the correspondence between 
the statement of program objectives and. the 
measures of program effectiveness. The 
extent to which this agreement was spelled 
out in the study was an important considera
tion. The reader is referred to the discussion 
under "measurement considerations II below for 
an elaboration of this aspect of p~ogram 
structure (i.e., measurement validity). 

L-_________________________________________ --- ---' 
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2. Measurement Consider'ations 

Some analysts would argue that the validity of 

a research report ultimately rests upon the measurement 

procedures which produced the data contained in the 

report. Thus. a poorly conceived and improperly 

administered measurement procedure precludes the 

possibility of valid results~ and. hence. negates the 

utility of the study as a source of decision-relevant 
.', 

information. VJe tend to agree with this position." 

We. therefore. initiated the evaluation of each report 

with a critical appraisal of the measurement procedures 

contained in the report. In particular, we evaluated 

th~ exteftt to which the measurement procedures were 

standardized. objective. reliable and. most importantly. 

. 8 
valld. 

Standardization refers to the extent to which the 

measurement procedure provides safeguards against inter-

pretive errors. In other words. did the report provide 

a clear-cut set of standardized norms against which 

* While we agree. in principle with this position, we do 
not mean to imply that reports not fulfilling these 
requirements in a strict sense were automatically 
eliminated. We wer~ aware that there would be wide varia
tions in the technical quality and methodological 
sophistication of the studies evaluated. What we are 
suggesting (as in the other sections of the report) is 
the necessity for a clear-cut methodological perspective 
on our parts within which we evaluated the studies screened 
for a full evaluation. Within this perspective we 
evaluated each study so as to dredge out the maximum 
possible amount of decision-relevant info~mation. and. at 
the same time. indicate the nature of the 'evidence which 
supports t111.3 fiIldings. 
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criteria coulJ be eVl.lluc.1teu? vJitlll"lut :3l)JII~' tYl~l' l)f 

comparative bascline. a score on an effectiv~noss 

criterion (e.g .. personality test) has no self-evident 

meaning. The requirement of objectivity serves to· 

underscore the possibility that the personal bias of an 

investigator(s) could contaminate the measurement 

procedure. The key point is that the results obtained 

from the measurement procedure should be independent of 

the particular individual performing the measurement 

operation. The extent to which the study provided 

adequate measurement guidelines (i.e .. specified the 

actual measurement procedures employed in the study) was. 

therefore. a central concern. The third criteria. 

reliability. refers to the amount of random error present 

in the measurement procedure. It lS evidenced by the 

degree of inconsistency of results obtained from repeated 

applications of a measuring instrument to similar phenomena 

at different points in time. The greater the inconsistency. 

the lower the reliability of the measurement and. therefore. 

the greater the amount of potential measurement error 

present. Our evalu~tion focused on the type of evidence 

the study reported concerning the reliabi~ity of the 

measurement procedure. Closely ~elateu to reliability (in 

a statistical sense) is that of the validity of the 

measures obtained. The concept of validiEY is what might 

! 
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be called the "acid test" for any measurement procedure. 

A measurement procedure may entail standardized norms 

for comparison. be fully objective in providing guide-

lines for' reproduction of the measures. highly consistent 

in repeated application (i.e .. reliable), and yet. if the 

resul~ant measures are not valid indicators of the 

important concepts (e.g. ~ effectiveness criteria) contained 

in the study. they are suspect. suspect in the sense that 

they may be ir~elevant to the evaluation issues posed in 

the study. For example. a survey of volunteer program 

staff may provide valid information about what the staff 

thinks regarding the effectiveness of a program. By 

itself. however. the survey would be of dubious validity 

as a measure of program effectiveness relative to the 

actual behavior of offenders (e.g., recidivism. employment. 

etc.~) following their release from court supervision. 

Answers to evaluative questions of the latter type would 

require measures which directly focus on offender behavior. 

A vital concern of our evaluation. therefore. was a careful 

examination of the evidence presented in each report 

regarding the validity of the measures employed. 

3. Design Considerations 

In general terms. the design component of a research 

pt'oject serves as a tlblueprint"for the oVE?r-all resedrch 

effort. As such. it spells out how the researcher organized 

the v.J.l'ioLls dSPl3ctS of the researc::!h problem for purposes of 
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data collection and analysis. Relative to program 

evaluation. it delineates the organization of program 

objectives. program activities.' program participants. 

and effectiveness criteria for purposes of measuring 

the degree of program effectiveness. For purposes of 

evaluating the rese~rch reports. it was essential that 

the research design provided an unambiguous blueprint 

so that one could critically assess the technical quality 

of the research project and r~adily ascertain which 

features of the program operation were most important 

to the success or' failure of the program. Our first 

concern under thi~ 2ection was. therefore. the explicitness 

of the research design contained in each report. 

The second major concern was the extent to which 

the research design utilized in a report overcame various 

threats to the internal arid external validity of the 

de~ign.9 The internal threats refer to invalidating 

factors which may cast doubt on the hypothesized causal 

relationship between an independent variable (e.g .• 

program activity) and a dependent variable (e.g .• effective~ 

ness criterion score). When applied to a research report. 

the threats challenge eitner the assertion that a 

"significant" change in the effectiveness criterion did. 

in fact. occur or. if a significant change was observed. 

that the program activity was the· most impOrtant causal 

factor. The various threats to intel"Il<1.l validity constitute. 
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in effect. a check-list of rival explanations for any 
, . 

observed chanees 1n th~ effectiveness criteria. In 

the evaluation of each report. we sought evidence that 

the report's research design provided adequate safeguards 

against the various relevant threats to internal validity. 

External validity refers to the generalizability. 

or applicability. of a report 1 s research findings to 

other geographic locations. target populations, time 

periods. or effectiveness criteria. In general. the 

external threats may be classified under the headings 
~ 

, , , '1" 10 of populat1on valld1ty and ecolog1cal va ldlty. 

Population validity involves the generalizability of the 

research findings to other populations~ i.e .• what other 

target populations can be expected to behave. or react. 

in the same way as the target population of the program? 

Ecological validity deals with the environment of the 

program and its potential impact on the generality of the 

findings (i.e .. the setting of the progra~. the nature 

of the services delivered. the delivery system. the effec-

tiveness criteria employed to evaluate the program. etc.) 

':it: 

In our evaluation. \Ve employed the various relevant factors 

included in the external Jalidity schema in estimating 

the extent to which the research findings of·a report 

were potentially replicatable at other program locations. 

* The reader is referred to the citations in Footnotes 9. 
10. 11 at tile end of this chapter' for a listing and explana
tion of the specific threa~s to internal and external validity. 

.... ... . --
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, , 11 quality of each l~epopt' s research deslgn. In the 

'evaluation we examjned each report's research design to 

ini iially detepmine whether 01") not a particular validity 

threa't was relevant. vJhere it Has determined that a 

given threat ',,\las applica'ble to a research design. we 

evaluated the extent to which the author explicitly 

provided adequate safeguards against the potential 

. invalidating effect of the~threat. In cases where the 

report was vague or ambiguous relative to the provisions 

of the necessary control for a validity threat. we indicated 

an indeterminancy ln our evaluation by a question mark. 

We did not try to second guess the author's report as to 

whether or not adequate control for a threat had been 

included in the research design. 

The output of this procedure was a coding sheet for 

each report ~'lhich provided a basis for evaluating the 

extent to which a report's research design supported. 

or failed to support. a sUbstantive claim of program 

success. The objective of the matrix in Figure 1 was 

to provide a conceptual framework whereby the collection 

of r.e~earch could be opganized and subjected to critical 

evaluation both in terms of technical quality and 

substantive claims. It should be noted that the emphasis 

in the desigri section was, upon criteria appropriate to both 

.. - .-.. - .. 
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Figure 1 

Threats to Validity - Design Considerations 

I' 
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Internal Threats I External Threats 
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Studv Number 
Import3~t threat explicitly controlled for in the research design 6f a report. 
Important threat not explicitly controlled for in the research design of a report. 
Indeterminate from a report whether a threat, was auequately controlled for in 

the research design of the report. 
Specific threat to validitv 
Threat not applicable to the research design of a report 
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not only ppov iJed all optimC:ll rnoLi8l fol' evaluclt i on (i. e .. 

. experimental desiBn) but also was flexible enourl} to 

accommodate the different types of pcsec::lrch d~~si.gns 

found. in the rcsear'ch on volunteer programs. In. for 

example. the evaluations of volunt~er programs in Royal 

Oak ~ Michigan. Boulder. Colorado. anJ. IIt2nVer. Colorado. 

the analysis was based on a variant of the before-after. 

control group design. vJhere tl18se types of comparisons 
c 

were made (e.g .. probationers assigned to volunteers vs. 

probationers not assigned to volunteers). an experimental 

design approach afforded the greatest insight into the 

degree to which conclusions regarding program effectivc-

ness were warranted. In the exaJIlple of a "case study" 

type of analysis. the matrix in Figure 1 immediately 

triggered a set of specific questions concerning the 

internal and external validity of the st~dy's research 

design. 

4. Data Analysis Considerations 

Under this heading. each study was evaluated in 

terms of the follO\ving considerations: 

-.. .. .. .. 

a. The appropriateness of the data analysis in 
terms of the studv' s data-set charactcl'istics 
and the type of anCllytical questiom, posed in 
the study. 

b . . The estimation of both the short and the long
term effects of program dction. 
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c. The eG tinlCi ti on of l)otll the intended and the 
potential lIt;pill-over" effects of program 
action. " 

d. 'I'he estimation of both the main vs. the inter
active. effects of program action. 

On the fil'st point. we were concerned wi til the extent 

to wId cll the data Get characteristics of a report permitted 

the typ"e of analysis performed. Was, for example. the 
" . 

study's conclusions that "statistically significant 

differences \Vere obtained ll justified in terms of the 

appropriate type of probability sample?· Likewise. an 

a~sertion of comparative (or OL'elative) effectiveness 

should specify the characteristics of the "control ll 

groups. and the criteria upon which these control groups 

were selected for compar'ison. Also. an assertion of a 

long-term effect must be supported by the necessary type 

of longitudinal data rather than a few short-term 

observations. The latter point underscores the distinction 

between lone-range and short-term effects. A short-term 

effect of program action (e.g., job acquisition) may not 

be a sufficient condition for a desired long-range 

consequenc~ (e.g .. job stability and family stability). 

'rnus. a pl'ogr\J.m ~; tel tine a long-range ob j ecti ve should 

provide an estimate of the long-range effectiveness. In 

additi(')!l to lOllg-r.J.ni;8 effl!cts. the report should be senSl-

tive to the pOGsibility of IIspilloverll effects (i.e. ~ 

extex'Ilu.litier;) ,h3 a r(!8ult of progp.J.m (lction. In general 

.. .. ... ... 
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which occur in addition to those stated ln the desired 

program objectives~ in other words~ the unintended 

consequences traceable to a given program activity. 

As for example, the case of the "successful" probationer 

who becomes an effective volunteer recruiter once he. or 

she. re-enters his community. 

The final aspect of the data analysis evaluation 

was the degree to which the study differentiated between 

the main vs. the interactive effects of program action. 

Main effects refer to those changes in the effectiveness 

criterion that could be directly linked to program action. 

Interactive effects refer to consequences of program 

action which were explained by program action and other 
, --

variables operative within the program's environment. 

If, for example, a volunteer job counseling program was 

equally effective (or ineffective) regardless of the sex 

and age of the counselee~ then we could meaningfully talk 

about the main effects produced by the program. If. on 

the other hand, we found that the program was most 

successful with males in the 17-22 age bracket and next. 

to a lesser extent~ females in the 24-29 age bracket. we 

would conclude that progra~ effectiveness interacted with 

the variables of sex and age and~ thus~ p~ogram success 

was differentially related to sex and age groupings within 

the target population. We feel that. while the over-all 

effectiveness of a program is important.~the program 
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II 

Proj ect Results 

Introduction 

In the discussion to follow. we will present the 

results of our evaluation of the research screened Hin II 

for a full evaluation. As the reader will note. not all 

of the issue areas will be covered ln this discussion. 

In many of the issue areas we felt that the research 

focusing on that issue area did not support all extended 

discussion of the area. The issue' areas to be covered Hi 

the following discussion will be'those dealing with 

. recruitment. screening, o~ientation and training. matching. 

and client impact. The only issue area out of this group 

which permitted a full-scale application of the evaluation 

plan was the client impact area. : " s issue category 

also contained the bulk of the research screened in for a 

full evaluation. Following discussion of each of the 

specific issue areas we will present an over-all summary of 

the research conclusions reached in our evaluation. The 

presentation of the research conclusions will be geared to 

the concerns outlined in the previously discussed section 

on policy utility. 

Recruitment 

Since the type o~ people attracted to participate ln 

a Yolunteer program will. in large part. determine the 

variety, and effectiveness of program services. volunteer 

.... ... ~ . ... 
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recruitment is a vital concern for any volunteer program 

administrator. The key point here is effective recruitment. 

That is. the recruitment of vo10ntcer personnel that 

contributes to the effectiveness of the program in 

achieving both its p:'oceclural and outcome goals aIieJ 

objectives. As in t~e other administrative components 

of a program Ce.g .. screening. matching. orientation and 

training, etc .. ) our emphasis Has upon the identification 

of empirical linkages beth'een 'the performance of adminis"" 

trative responsibilities and the attainment of program goals 

and objectives. In evaluating the research on voluntee~ 

recruitment. we initially set the following research questions 

as guideposts for directing our attention to the ~ost policy

relevant information. The questions may be stated simply 

as follows: 

1. ~vhat recruitment methods are currently being 
us~d in volunteer programs? 

2. 1l0w t!T f ecti ve dre these methods in recrui ~lng 
volunteers in general? 

3. Hov.' effective are these methods in rec.r'uiting 
specific types of volunteers to meet specitic 
program needs? for' example. What technlques 
are best used for recrulting people to serve 
as one-to-one counselors as opposea to 
recruiting people to serve in administrative 
positions? The emphasis here being on a 
focused and selective. as opposed to a Ils hotgun ll

• 

approach to recruitment. 

4. \vhat ar'e the most cost-effective recl"ui ting 
methods for obtaining volunteers to meet 
prOt~l'ulll s~l'vice needs? 

". 
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5. What l.'(:~crui tment methods are most likelv to 
obtain "successful" volunteers. hmveve.r" 
Success is defined in a program-specific 
senGe? 

6. Wha'l is the best "mix" ofrecruitinr. methods 
consistent with maximizing the effectiveness 
of a volunteer program (e.g .. word of mouth 
plus speakers bureau plus radio spot announce
ments)? 

7. What are the temporal (i.e .• time-related) 
aspects of volunteer recruitment thut may 
relate to the effectiveness of recruitment? 

The research to date on volunteer recruitment has 

focused almost exclusively on Questi6n #1 and. in a 
~ 

limited sense. upon Question #2. The approach has been 

to list the various recruitment methods employed and. in 

a few studies. to present recall data on how the various 

volunteer recruits "heard about!! or "1ea1'ned aboutll the 

volunteer program. For example. in one study of statewide 

programs (#80) the various methods of recruitment were 

listed in terms of those which were most frequently used 

with the accompanying percentages presented: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

. 4. 

5. 

6 • 

Word of mouth or personal contact - 87% 

Public speaking before civic. professional 
and service organizations - 68% 

Direct mail-outs such as brochures and 
newsletters - 48% 

Newspapers - 45% 

Volunteer Bureau or Volunteer Action Center - 35% 

Radio and television - 36~ 
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7. rollcges and universities - 9% 

8. Former staff - 4% 

The study found that the most effective recruitment 

method was by word-of-mouth alone (36 96) and the next 

most effective was a combination of word-of--mouth plus some 

other medium such as Volunteer Bureau and newsletter (21%). 

In terms of the agencies responding to the survey. the 

word-of-mouth approach was preferred because it provided 

direct personal contact (35%)~ was convenient (24%). 

provided a high quality of volunteer (24%). or provided 

the greatest exposure at the least expense (7%). 

The above figures are presented as an indication of 

the type of research which has focused on the recruitment 

aspect of volunteer programming. Although there are 

numerous other discussions of recruitment "effectiveness" 

in several sources (see issue matrix). they are of a 

general nature and. while suggestive. are not supported by 

empirical evidence on eitllep procedural effectiveness or 
I 

the relationship betNeen procedural effectiveness and 

outcome effectiveness. With one exception. we found no 

research reports which directly addressed the types of 

concerns expressed in Questions #3 through #7. The lone 

exception addressed Question #5. (i.e .. recruiti~g successful 

volunteers) but from a strictly subjective perspecti~e and 

did not fully explicate the measurement procedures or 

--
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f 1 t f · 1 . 1 1 o' vo un" Gers as success u or unGucc8Gslu . 

conclude that the finding of that rc!port that "friends" 

and. next. newspaper ads recruiting the most successful 

volunteers. is merely suggestive and not definitive. 

As stated above. the research on recruitment has 

focused exclusively on 1) the m~thods of recruitment in 

a limited sense. 2) the number of people who were recruited 

by different methods (based on recall data) and. 3) target 

populations where more effective recruitment efforts are 

needed. On the last ppint. the research reports generally 

agree that there is a need for increased recruitment 

efforts to attract male volunteers. minority group 

volunteers. volunteers from working class backgrounds. 

lower income volunteers. and volunteers in rural areas. 

These. and other aspects of the recruitment question. are 

discussed in several sources and an elaborate discussion 

here would simply be a restatement of these previous 

reports. 2 In future research efforts. we recommend that 

an evaluation of the cost-effectiveness of alternative 

recruitment methods be given high research priority. 

especially as it relates to recruitment efforts aimed at 

specific target populations to meet specific program 

service needs. 

". 
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SC1'Ct'nlnIT 
-.-----.- ---.. -": 

progrmm; is that thc screeninB process should be clo~)(lly 

tied to volunteer recruitment and serve two main 

functions; q uali ty control and j ob _pla.ge~..£l..!' I The 

quality control function serves to insure that people 

accepted for the program possess skills. personality 

traits and behavioral characteristics consistent with 

the over-all goals and objectives of the program. In 

this sense. the screening process serves to screen "inll 

applicants who possess skills and attributes which 

facilitate the effective operation of the program. 

Convers~ly. not everyone who responds to volunteer 

recruitment initiatives may possess skills and/or 

behavioral attributes which are consistent with the 

goals and objectives of the program. Thus. the emphasis 

is upon screening "out" those applicants whose participation 

in the program might have either negligible or negative 

consequences for the effective operation of the program. 

It should be pointed out that the opinions on the 

quali~y control aspect of screening are not unanimous. 

Some would argue that anyone who applies for admission 

to the volunteer program should be allowe~ to participate. 

whereas others contend that Jnere interest alone in the 

program is not sufficient to warrant acceptance for 
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participation in the program. Rather. the person should 

exhibit both an initial interest and possess attributes 

and/or skills which give promise of making a positive 

contribution towards the effective operation of the 

program. 

Another point concerns the risk involved in either 

the "oVer-screening" or "under-screening" of volunteer 

applicants. That is. setting up criteria for acceptance 

that are so restrictive (i.e .. ov~r-screening) as to 

discourage people who might otherwise make a valuable 
T , 

contribution to the program or, on the other hand. so 

loose (i.e .. under-screening) that people could enter the 

program and. through their actions. either not contribute 

fully to the program or negatively affect the operation 

of the program. A commonly cited example is that of the 

undependable volunteer who expresses a strong initial 

interest in the program and yet this interest is not 

sustained. resulting in either ineffective. inconsistent. 

or non-participation by the volunteer. 2 This can produce 

disappointment for both the program's administrative 

staff and. more importantly. a pl'obationer with whom the 
. 

Volunteer may have been paired in a one-to-one relationship. 

The less objectiv~ and.hence. potentially less 

l'eliable the screeninr: procedures are. the greater is the 
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over- or under-scr-cening. ~)riority need is. therefoy,.:;.-: 

for obj cctiye. reliab'le CJ.ncJ vCJ.lid SC1'C(~Id.I1~ procedupe~ 

which maximize the chCJ.nces of screenin~ in potentially 

effective volunteers and minimize the effect of either 

over- or under-screening. 

'The second function of the screoning procedure. job 

placement. emphasizes that the screening cpiteria should 

bc applied to applicants in a job-specific manner. That 

is. the application of screening-criteria should be keyed 

. to the type of j ob that th,(' pepson being considered would 

most likely be assigned in the program. As ·an example. 

one would not apply the same screening criteria to a 

person being considered for a clerical position as one 

might use for an applicant being considered for a one-to-

one counseling position. Furthermore. a careful screening 

process can help to identify skills and/or aptitudes 

consistent with high priority program service needs. 

Several sources of information are generally cited 

as comprising the basis upon \vhich the screening process 

is performed: 

1. Volunteer application forms which surrunarize the 

general background information on the applicant. Several 

general forms of this ~ype are readily found in the 
- . 3 
literature. 

2. - Personal interviews with the volunteer supervisor 

and at least one other vQlunteer staff member . 

. " . 
L-______ , _______________________ .. ___ _ 
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3. Check of local police records for serious 

offenses. 

4. Personality inventorie~ and/or attitude assess-

rnent. 

S. Letter's of rece "unendation from people familiar 

with the applicant.eitl~r as a person residing in the 

communi ty. or relative to the applicant's vlOrk habits, 

dependability. etc. 

6. College transcripts or records of occupational 

performance. 

7. Personal interview by court psychiatrist or 

court psychologist in lieu of personality or attitude 

testing., 

B. Check of medical records. 

While all programs use one or more of these screening 

measures. we found no study which provided fully objective 

guidelines for applying sets of these criteria to the 

screening process. Rather. the discussion of screening 

focused on the general categories of screening criteria 

and contained prescriPtive statements about desirable 

characteristics and some general traits to be examined. 

4 For example. one report states that people possessing 

the following characteristics should be screened "in" 

for participation in a volunteer program. the desirable 

charactel'istics being those of: 

Hatul'ity 
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Stability 

Self -dil'ecteu ~I1 his Gel i"-lJIotivati.c111 1'01' the Wl'll'" 

Positive not rigid. especially not l'i.gidly 
judgmental 

Accurate empathy~ ability to place- oneself in 
others' shoes as distinct from sheer sentimentality 

Not primarily working out his own problems in 
his relationships with others 

Willing to learn ~ doesn't have the "word" 
already on all the solutions to crime and delinquency 

An activist. a particip~tor. a doer rather than a 
criticiser for criticism's sake. The best people 
are normally recruited from busy ranks. not idle 
ranks. 

For direct contact work with offenders. a strong 
self-identity; someone unlikely to become a tool 

,who'll do anything to win the offender's friendship. 
S In' another study. a list of reasons for screening 

applicants !lout" included the fOllowing: 

Lacks necessary expertise 

Is unwilling or unable to spend significant time 
with the probationer 

Could be easily conned by probationer 

Likes to join organizations 

Likes to tell people what to do 

Wants to punish wrong-doers 

Is trying to solve or escape personal problems through 
volunteerism 

Applied for the volunteer program to reduce personal 
boredom 

While each of these criteria, for screening "in" or "out" 

may have an intuitive meaning for some people. they are not 

-. 
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clearly defined in terms of measurement procedur·!s or 

opex'cJ.tion:~ ellsily repy'.oducud by people vii th. perhaps. 

disGimilcJ.r viewpoints. located cJ.t different program 

si teB . III other words. they are no·t self -evident concepts 

cledrly ~inkcd to a set of measurement procedures that can 

be consi~tently applied by a variety cf prorram personnel. 

A 'further illm;tration of the point on need for an 

objective screening process can be found In the screening 

procedures employed in the Lincoln. Nebraska program 

(1J53C). The procedure consists of four tvpes of 
~ ~ 

information sources: tne application form (~ncluded at 

the end of this section)~ an interview with the Volunteer 

Coc~dinator, psychological testing (sometimes waived). and 

a staff evaluation of performance during the training 

session. As contained in the written material about the 

program. the one informcJ.tion source approaching the level 

of standardization we reconunend is the psychological 

testing component. Here the California Psychological 

Inventory is utilized with the range for "successful" 

volunteers identified as from the mean to one standard 

deviation above the mean on all of the scales contained in 

the instx'ument. 

As wcJ.s noted abov~. the psychological ~esting is but 

one of several information sources utilized for screening. 

The poli~X l'clev,?-nt question concerns the' procedures by 

v,hich the infonnation .. i om ':'111 the SOLll'ces is recorded. 
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of applicants. vJhile. based on c.1 ~>i tl..~ visit by Olle of tIl0 

investigator's in the present stUdy. Wt;:; may be confident 

that the volunteer program staff ha.s developed a set of 

effe'ctive "vlOrking" procedures for scrt.;cning applicants. 

these 'procedures are. for-the most part. internal to the 

program (i.e .. are not fully articulated in a written 

form.) Thus. ~vhile the scre.;.ming proccdures described 

above are more obj ecti ve t)tan the oven-Jhelming maj ori ty 

contained In tIi~ reports examined. much of the procedure 

has not been explicated thrv.l.gh written guidelines 

specifying the rules and/or criteria for the application 

of the procedure. This is not meant as a fault of the 

program discussed. but rather to underscore the need for 

more explicit operational guidelines for effective 

screening in all volunteer programs. 

Along these lines. a promising recent research focus 

has been the attempt in several reports (tfS3D. #157. #178. 

#74) to develop criteria. or indicators. for predicting 

successfl~l volunteers. Up to now. the results of this 

research are mainly "suggestive". For example. one report 

(In 78) found tha.t a nu.mbel.' of variables (e", g .• age. social 

class. length of employmen~. I'01igioll. counseling experience, 

etc.) ware not effective in predicting differences in 

L...-_________________________________ ~ ______ ~_~_._ 
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volunteer success. However~ another study found that 

a matching of volunteers and probationers of the same 

sex was more likely to result in a successful outcome, 

although on a range of other variables (e.g .. age of 

voluntee~- difference in education. marital status. 

geographical distance. common interests in activities. 

conflicts. etc.) no predictive relationships were 

observed. 

Thus far. this research is characterized by varying 

definitions of volunteer success and the inclusion of 

different types of predictive variables such that there 

is a marked absence of comparability across studies 

relati~e to a consensually agreed upon set of objective 

measurese for predicting volunteer success. While the 

results of this research are incol1clusive at this point. 

this type of research is to be strong:y encouraged in the 

future. Hopefully. the output will be a set of objective 

and uniformly applied criteria for screening volunteer 

applicants so as to maximize the quality control aspect 

of volunteer screening via the ability to predict volunteer 

success in a job-specific sense. Until further research 

of this type is undertaken. discussions of the "effective

ness" of volunteer program screening will remain largely 

on the subjective and prescriptive level of discourse .. 

This is not meant to imply a complete negation of the 
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value of subjective judgments in the area of screening 

but rather to urge the inclusion of objective measure

ment procedures in an area which up to now has relied 

almost exclusively on subjective impressions. 
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Orientation aJld TrajnjrH~ 
--_.'-.. 

An important uSGurnpt.i.onUnc1(~l'lyill~:' thl: \.:~mph<lsi~:; 

on v01unteer training is -that. whiJ e voluntec.'ps lIl.:ly 

possess skills and attributes eongruent with program 

service needs. effective participation in a vo1unteer 

program entails a certain amount of preparation. 

Therefore. a generally agreed upon goal for volunteer 

training is the preparation of the volunteer for 

participation in the program so as to maximize the 

effective utilization of his or her skills and personal 

attributes in the most efficient and program-effective 

manner possibl~. On ~his point. we found no disagreement 

within the literature. 

In general, two main points can be made regarding 
I 

the effectiveness of volunteer training. First. despite 
• 

the above consensus on the need for effective volunteer 

training. there is no single model of volunteer training 

which is consistently applied across a wide range of 

programs. The extent and type of training offered within 

any particular court jurisdiction seems largely to be a 

function of the skills. resources. and imaginative/creative 

talents represented in the volunteer staff. In other 

words. the extent and type of training are largely program-

specific, and may-aven vary within programs as a function 

of personnel change. The latter' observation is based on 
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our site visit to several programs. 

This is not to imply that there are no general guide-

lines regarding curriculum topics for inclusion in a 

training program. Most training programs include 

discussions of: 1) the role of the volunteer; 2) 

charaoteristics of the judicial system within a given 

jurisdiction: 3) characteristics of the program client 

population: 4) discussions of counseling skills and/or 

other program-specific skills~ and. 5) available court 

.and/or community resources ~hich may be drawn upon for 

implementi.ng the program. In conducting the.training 

sessiona dealing with these topics. all of the studies 

mentioned the use of multiple curriculum materials and 

methods. Some combination of methods. such as lecture/ 

discussion. small group discussions. role playing~ films 

and recordings. anc hand-out materials (e.g. ~ program 

manuals. case histories. scenarios of crisis situations. 

etc.) were generally found in the reports. Despite the 

use of several different training methods. there was a 

marked absence of any systematic model which spelled 

out the specific format in which the various methods 

were combined into a training package \-lith explicit 

gui~elines for implementing the package within a training 

program. In other words. there was no explication of 

\-1hic11 tru.ining methods i'IOUld be employed in addr'essing 

I 

I 
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which curriculum topics. and how these trainins mcthodr; 

would be applied. This underscores the point made above 

regarding the impression that most training programs are 

"personnel-specific" in the sense that the particular form 

and content of a training program is not independent of 

the program personnel conducting the program. The exten-t 

of the "pers0Dalization" of the training procedures in a 

program-specific sense greatly hinders making comparisons 

about the relative effectiveness of different training 

procedures as applied a~ different program locations. 

This observation underscores a second general point 

that could be made about the training aspect of volunteer 

programs. which is that there is a dearth of systematic and 

empirical evidence on the effectiveness of alternative 

training procedures. This point is made both in relation 

to the empirical demonstration of relative effectiveness 

of different training procedures. and/or the effectiveness 

of single training procedures. Effectiveness is defined 

here in terms of a demonstrated causal linkage between the 

application of a specific training package and the attainment 

of program goals and objectives. That is. one might argue 

that a given volunteer program would have been as effective 

regardless of the training offered the vo~unteer applicants. 

the explanation lying in the type of people screened into 

the program._ We found no evidence \vhich systematically 

• 
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demonstrated the necessary linkage between training and 

program effectiveness ~~ch that one could cOnfidently 

argue that a program woUld not have been as effective 

wi thout the tl~aining component. This observation is not 

meant to imply that volunteer training is not important 

but rather to point out -the fact that the necessary 

research evidence to document its importance has not 

yet been produced. or. at least~ was not present in the 

studies we evaluated. 

The closest we came to obtaining such evidence was 

in the form of several studies which reported volunteer 

reactions to the type of training they had received. The 

most systematic among these was Study #13. which provided 

a detailed discussion of the training components and a 

follow-up survey which elicited the reactions of the 

volunteers to the training experience. The necessary 

linkage. however. between volur.teer training and effective 

program participation in the sense of ~aximizing the 

achievement of program g0als and objectives was not established. 

In sum. we found that the research on volunteer training 

was of marginal policy utility in terms of providing 

systematic evidence of training effectiveness and explicit 

guidelines for the application of training procedures 

within diverse program locations. We would. therefore. 

reco~nend further evaluative research on volunteer training. 
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This research ·would. hOf'8fully. have th, its eoal tlw 

procedures wi thin a variety of l!OUI't t';0 t U.Tl[.u . I'w.'tlwl" 

research should also provide a fuller explication of 

these training methods and the format i.n which they 

are most efficiently and effectively arpJied. The goal 

of this recomracndation would be. the development of a 

typology cf progr'am-specific. rather than pE:r~;cnn\:.· J .. 

'~-·CCJ·J~J.·(' -!l"'=>~l-J.·r'C T:'e+l'oQ~s d~recJ'e,j :,.,. -In'''':Cl'':'''' uJ:-.· .L ... ";. L C.-L1. .1.6 Jl \..1. ..1.. L \. .. : t.:.t.L C,,,,,,,,"IVV .... J';. 

question as to which training methods/procedures are 

most effective within what types of pror,ram environments. 
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Matchin.e. 

As will be shortly pointed out in our discussion 

of client impact. the one~·i " ')ne vOlunteer/program client 

relationship eonsti tutes t}::~: "core program activity of 

practically all volunteer p·;rams. Given this fact. 

a critical consideration in ~ny volunteer program is 

the development of objective and valid matching criteria 

for the assignment of volunteers to program clients. As 

suell. the matching component has as its main objective the 

pairing of a volunteer counselor \vi th a program client 

in a one-to-one relationship which is both mutually 

satisfying to the volunteer and the client and which 

results ·in outcomes which are consistent with the stated 

goals and/or objectives of the volunteer program. 

In most cases. this objective is met when the program 

client gives evidence of a behavioral change which reduces 

the chances that he or she will come in further contact 

with the criminal justice system. In a limited number of 

instances. the definition of a "successful lr match is cast 

within a shorter time perspective and is defined in terms 

of a third party's (e.g. ~ Probation Staff. Volunteer 

Coordinator. etc.) subjective evaluation that a ~eneficial 

relationship has been established. or that certain desirable 

personali ty clwnges ha ve occurred. In either case. the 

tHo-fold l'e~;edl'ch question may be stated as follows: first. 

-. 
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what are the al ternative matchinr. crih::t.'ia and the 

specific rules/procedures for thcir aprlicatiori: and. 

secondly. to ItJhat extcnt do these cl'i toria facili t.:.ltc 

the prediction of a successful one~to-one matcll. based 

on an objectively determined measure of success? 

Using these t~o interrelated questions as our 

guidelines. we evaluated the research cited ln the 

Issue Matrix which dealt with the effectiveness of 

alternative matching procedu~es. Our conclusion is 

that the research as to which matching criteria are 

more likely to produce successful outcomes from the 

one-to-one relationship is inconclusive. 

Several factors endemic to this body of researc,h 

prompted this conclusion. First. we found no agreed upon 

operational defini-tion of a flsuccessful rr match in the 

volunteer literature. In all but a couple of cases. 

the measure of success was based on the SUbjective 

evaluations of people in supervisory positions that a 

successful relationship had been established between 

the volunteer and the program client. In no instance was 

the concept of a successful relationship explicitly spelled 

out in terms of objective measurement criteria and 

procedures. While we do not mean to denigrate the potential 

value of such impressions. or call into question the, 

professional competence of those people making the judgments. 

-. 
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the nature of the data precludes our evaluating them 

within accepted standards of measurement principles 

and pr'occdures. Even in cases where f1harder" data were 

used as success criteria. there was a lack of consensus 

as to which particular criteria should be employed. 

For example. while one study used the recidivism rate 

as a criterion. another study used a 50% rc~uction ln 

criminal activity as a measure of success. We did not 

find a distinct group of studies using a commonly 

defined and objectively "determined set of matchirf, 

criteria from which we could draw conclusions as to match

ing effectiveness. Other problems such as inadequate 

sampling' designs. the dubious reliability of measures. 

and the inappropriate use of statistical procedures~ 

further vitiated the utility r r this research for 

producing definitive findings. The most serious short

coming. however. was the lack of an objective standard 

for evaluating matching success and the absence of explicit 

guidelines for the application of matching criteria. The 

literature lS. however. suggestive in terms of several 

research foci which warrant systematic evaluation. 

The research tQ date has focused on the matching 

question in t'erms of· two main categories of variables. 

The first concerns the relationship bet~veen demographic 

variables and the success or lack of success in a one-to-
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one mu.tch. The s8cond concerns the rel<1tionship l.h,~tween 

beh<1vioral and/or perscnality charactcristi£s and the 

success of a one-to-one match. In terms of demographic 

variables. the research trend while suggestive at some 

points. is still very unclear. In terms of age differences 

three studies (#13. #48. #134) report.that age differences 

do make a difference in terms of the success of a match. 

whereas two studies (#70 and #74) discount the importance 

of age as a predictor of a sdccessful match. In the 

case of sex differences. the one study din~ctly assessing 

this variable (#7) concluded that same-sex matches are to 

be encouraged as they give a greater chance of success. 

Conversely. in the case of educational differences. three 

studies (#7. #13, and #74) found that educational differences 

between the vo.lunteer counoelor Cl.nd tIle program client 

were insignificant as predictors of a successful relation

ship. A similar type of mixed pattern of results occurs 

when one considers variables such as income. race or 

ethnicity. social class. lifestyle (liberal vs. conservative) 

or marital status. Only in the case of religious differences 

do we find anything approaching a pattern~ where two studies 

(#13. #74) report that religious differences were not 

significant factors in the success of the one-to-one 

relationship. \1hile not. strictly speaking ~ a demographic 

variable. it was interesting to find that IlprE:!vious 

.. -
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counseling E.xpcrience,lI on the part of the volunteer 

counselor, was not significantly related to the success 

of the one-to-one relationship (#13). In summary, if one 

looks at demographic variables as potential criteria 

for matching. the prior research on this subject will 

not provide much in the way of a definitive guide for 

a selection of criteria~ the results are simply too 

mixed to be other than suggestive. 

When one turns to the application of behavioral 

and/or personality characteristics as matching criteria. 

some promising initial efforts may be found in the 

volunteer research. Several studies (#48. #53C. #74. 

#99) have utilized standardized instruments as input to 

the matching procedure. 

Study #4-8~ which provides a good overview of research 

on matching. combined the Fundamental Interpersonal 

Orientation-Behavior Test (FIRO-B) and a relationship 

questionnaire to assess the question of matching criteria. 

The FIRO-B i~strument was designed to measure the extent 

and type of compatibility involv'ed In interpersonal 

interaction: in this instance between a volunteer counselor 

and a probationer .. The relationship questionnaire was 

designed to elicit from the volunteer and .the probationer 

their feelings of satisfaction (or dissatisfaction) 

regarding the one-to-one relationship. As such. it 
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rcpreGcn ted the rncclS ure of II success" for thc: rna tcll . 

This constituted a major dr~wback from our perspective 

in that the succ('ss criteria did not include a meaSUl'L> 

of post-match ppobationer behavior. especially in 

regard to the actual or potential commission of 

additional offenses. This particular study was also 

limited to all-white matches and only contained 25 matched 

palrs. Also. there was a relatively high attrition rate 

(i.e., 50% non-return) in the surveys returned. Results 

were suggestive. however. in that the authors reported 

that the FIRO-B instrument was related to differentials 

in expressed satisfaction. when controls for age 

differe'nces and marital status were employed. 

Also. using the FIRO-B instrument. along with a 

host of other variables (both as predictors of matching 

success and as criteria of a successful match) was Study 

#74. A much more diverse research population was contained 

in this study as 162 matched pairs were included from 

seven different programs operating in the Denver. Colorado 

area. There was some ambiguity in the execution of the 

research. particularly in regard to the coding and scoring 

of the measures of.a successful match. In addition. the 

statistical ~rocedures contained in the t~st were highly 

questiunable in light of the fact that the requisite 

probability. samples for the app~ication of significance 
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testing were not contained in the research population, 

Despite these methodological problems. we evaluated the 

results as suggestive in that several variables served to 

discriminate between sllccessful and unsuccessful matches 

(e.g .. color preference. volunteer-client of same sex). 

The report also identified a number of variables (e.g .. 

age differences. education differences. difference In 

marital status. volunteer and client extroversion. 

religious differences. etc.) whicD were not found to be 

good predictors of a successful match. Given the multi-
, d 

plicity of predictor variables and success cr.iteria~ the 

reader is urged to consult the original research report 

for a full explication of the report and its findings. 

The results warrant further research which will. hopefully. 

provide a theoretical basis for better understanding the 

differentiating ability of some of the variables in the 

analysis. 

We found the most promising general approach towards 

the matching question was suggested by two studies (#48 

and #53C) which reported on attempts to develop typologies 

of both the volunteer and the client as an aid to matching. 

In one of the studies (#5 3C) matching \-las accomplished 

through first classifyipg each client according to the 

typ~ of relationship (i.e .. model for identification. 

supervisOl'Y. fl'iunJ-comp.J.nion. rrimdrily counseling) he 
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or she needs and ItJOuld most bencfi-t from. The volunt0L~1'. 

on the other hanel. hc1U bel..:J1 Hcreened in tenlls of Pel'S~)n':ll 

characteristics, skills and personality trai t8 (usin~:,: 

the California Psychological Inventory). The matching 

process then consisted of pairing the volunteer and the 

client in terms of the type of relationship which best 

facilitated the effectiveness of the volunteer in meeting 

the needs of the program client. Effectiveness is here 

defined in terms of meeting client needs In a manner 

consistent with program objectives: such as job 

acquisition. personal adjustment. or re-entry into the 

community. Also. a list of variables (age. sex. occupation. 

socio-economic status. interests-hobbies. counseling 

skills) were presented with an indication of whether or 

not similarity between the volunteer and the client was 

"required ll , "preferred", or "non-essential". While the 

evidence on the effectiveness of this particular matching 

str~tegy lS still preliminary. the fact that this program 

was one of the more demonstrably effective as discussed 

under the Client Impact section of this report. suggests 

a potential matching procedure which warrants further 

application and evaluation. 

A simil~r apprdach is contained in Study #99. The 

approach here was first. the cl~ssification of juvenile 

offenders aocording to four defined behavior categories 
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(BC-l = inadequate 'or irrunature, BC-2 = neurotic-conflict,' 

~C-3 = unsocialized-aggressive or psychopathic, BC-4 = 

socialized or psychological delinquency). A second step 

was to determine the opinions of the volunteer toward 

youth and/or various correctional procedures. This 

determination was made through the administration of a 

"Correctional Preference Survey" keyed to the four types 

of previouslY mentioned behavioral categories. A third 

step (not employed in the st~dy) would have been to match 

volunteers and clients so as to obtain the closest fit 

between the volunteer's response pattern on the Correctional 

Preference Survey and the behavioral category into which 

the client had been classified. While the findings of 

this pa~ticular study were inconclusive due to serious 

methodological problems (e.g., failure to objectively 

define ma.tching tlsuccess tl ), the general approach has some 

potential for further evaluative research (i.e .• the 

emphasis on matching people on the basis of an objectively 

determined set of behavioral and/or personality charac

teristics.) The primary research question being that of 

which types of volunteers (i.e .• what types of volunteer 

characteristics) mo~t successfully match with what types 

of client (dafined either in terms of behavioral types 

or relationship types) with success objectively defined 

in terms of program goals and objectives. Until this 
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research is undcptaken. cJiSClWsioI18 of J:lJ.tchin[: . .J.G 

scpcening. \-Jill l'l.;lllai.n lar'ge ly couched in sub j Gct i ve 

impressions. 

" 
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Client Impact 

The client impact issue category constituted. by 

far. the largest single res0arch concentration of those 

reports screened as candidE."es for a full evaluation. 

Over 55% of all reports scr"ened "in" dealt with the 

issue of client impact. These reports evidenced great 

diversity in terms of the claims of client impact. the 

way in which client impact was defined and measured. and 

the format for the report. The cause of this diversity 

lies in the fact that the reports were written for a 

variety of audiences. and were written by people from 

varying interests and professional backgrounds: staff 

memos. ~n-house research reports. reports written by 

outside consultant firms. masters theses written by 

both single individuals and groups of students. Ph.D. 

dissertations. and articles in professional journals. 

As-might be expected. the diversity of the reports also 

extended to the technical (i. e .• methodological) q"uali ty 

of the reports and. therefore~ the nature and extent ~f 

evidential support for claims of program effectiveness. 

In Figure 2 below. we have provided a surrunary eval

uation for each report screened for a full eval~ation. 

For each report we have indicated whether or not specific 

evaluative criteria were met and. under the policy 

utility column. those reports whose findings regarding 
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LEGI:ND 

Columns: 

Study':" Study numb0.p c1.S refer'cnced In the evaluative 
bibliography. 

Target Population: 

1. Troubled Youth - Diversion programs where referrals 
are from non-criminal justice agencies (e.g., schools, 
parents, social agencies). 

2. Probation 

a. Youthful - aBe range is approximately seventeen 
years old and younger. 

b. Young adult - age range approximately seventeen 
to twenty-five years old. 

c. Adult - these studies had a target population 
specified as either average age equals 29 years 
(#73), male adult (#109), adult (#179). 

d. Mixed - these studies had a target population 
specified as 16-55 years of age (#12), 15 years 
and older (#13), 16-30+ years old (#178). 

3. Adult Parole - average ages in this group were 28 
years of age (#212) and 24 years of age (#44). 

4. Incarcerated Offenders - ages in this group were 17.8 
yea£S"-C#167), 16-21 and 18-25(#131). 

M = Male 

F = Female 

MF = Male and Female 

? = Indeterminate from study 

Program Structure Specificity: 

1 = Statement of program goals and/or objectives 

2 = Specification of program activities 

3 = Specification of effectiveness criteria for measuring 
program achieve~ent 

Measurement Procedures 

1 = Objectivity of measurement procedures 

2 = Standardization of measures 

3 = Reliability of measures 

4 = Validity of measures 
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Design Validity: Each study's research design was evaluated 
as to how well it controlled for the internal and external 
validity thrcats discussed earlier under the "design 
considerations" section of the evaluation plan. In the 
evaluation matrix we have indicated our over-all evaluation 
of each research report relative to the internal and 
extcrnal validity of the research design contained in the 
report. 

Data Analysis Considerations 

I = The approp~iateness of the data analysis contained in 
a report 

2 = Assessment of short-term effectiveness 

3 = Assessment of long-term effectiveness 

4 = Assessment of spill-over effects of program action 

5 = Assessment of the main vs. interactive effects of 
program action 

Policy Utility 

+ = Claimed results accepted as valid; volunteer program 
evaluation reports significant positive effectiveness 
rela~ive to comparison groups. . 

o = Claimed results accepted as valid; yolunteer program 
reports a non-significant difference in effectiveness 
between volunteer program and comparison groups. 

S,+ = Claimed results are accepted as "suggestive" (i.e.} 

S,O 

not fully validated), volunteer program evaluation 
reports a significant positive effectiveness of volunteer 
program relative to comparison groups. 

= Claimed results are accepted as . "suggestive", volunteer 
program evaluation reports a non-significant difference In 
effectiveness between volunteer program and comparison 
gr'oups. 

= IISuggestive" results, mixed findings claimed with 
balance of results reported as non-significant 
differences in effectiveness between volunteer 
program and comparison groups; some positive results 
are reported. 

S,~ = "Suggestive ll results, mixed findings claimed with 
balance of results reported as significant positive 
differences in effectiveness between volunteer 
program and comparison groups,; some negative results 
reported (e.g., increase in drug usage by volunteer
assigned probationers). 

Blank = Study lacks policy utility due to weaknesses of 
evaludtion methodology employed in stu.dy. 
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ROW Symbo}.s: (AppLies to progr'am structure specificity, 
measurement procedures, design validity, and data analysis 
considerations columns) 

~': :: Report provides evidence that methodological cri tcrion 
(or criteria) was fulfilled. 

+ :: Methodological criterion (or criteria) was partially 
fulfilled, evidence of methodological insufficiency 
in report. 

? :: Indeterminant as to whether or not a criterion (or 
criteria) was ftilfilled; repqrt suggests criterion 
fulfillment but does not provide direct evidence. 

Blank:: No suggestion, or direct evidence, that a 
criterion (or criteria) was fulfilled. 

. ' 
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client impact are supported by sufficient evidence to 

warrant consideration for' future pl'logram planning needs. 

A blank in the policy utility column indicates our 

judgment that the study lacked policy utility from the 

standpoint of our evaluative criteria. 

The purpose of the evaluation matrix is to serve 

as a guide for the reader to this category of research. 

The reader is directed to those reports having the 

strongest evidential basis~ and~ ~herefore. greatest 

potential policy utility. By reading across the matrix, 
e 

the reader can easily determine what program~ are 

demonstrably effective. or ineffective. relative to 

particular target populations. 

As an example. one could read across the rows per-

taining to #53C and see that the report specified the 

requisite components of the prqgram structure~ provided 

evidence that the measures used were objective. standard-

ized, reliable (no direct evidence on validity). had 

sufficient controls for threats to internal validity. at 

least considered the external validity question, used 

appropriate data analysis techniques. evaluated the short

term effects of program action. and claimed volunteer 

effectiveness in a clea~ly supportable manner. Reading 

across the rows for the other studies one can note their. 

strengths. and limitations vis-a-vis our evaluative criteria 
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and note our assessment of the study's policy utility. 

Thus. by using the matrix in this way. the reader can 

key his" attention to those reports having the greatest 

potential policy utility and~ if so desired. examine 

these reports in greater detail. A full explication 

of each report is beyond the scope of the present study 

and, therefore~ an over-all summary evaluation of the 

research is being presented. 

The target population desigDation was included in 

the recognition that most volunteer programs are set c 

up to provide services to a particular target population. 

We did not evaluate a single report that claimed to be 

successful (i.e .• significant client impact) for all 

target populations. Thus. we constructed the evaluation 

matrix to focus on program effectiveness vis-a-vis 

specific target populations. In terms of future research 

needs~ it is evident from the results presented in the 

evaluation matrix that the bulk of research has centered 

on the probation area. ~vi th a heavy emphas is on juvenile 

probation. While. no doubt. this emphasis reflects the 

early development of Volunteer programs in courts and 

corrections~ there is a dearth of evaluative research on 

the effectiveness of volunteer programs with other types 

of "client groups (e.g .• incarcerated offenders. parolees~ 

diversion programs. etc.). Until there are rigorous 

. .. .. .. 
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evaluations of programs providing servic~ to these 

client groups. any over-all app:raisal of volunteer 

program effGctiveIless will belimitecl in its conclu-

sions to programs operative within the juvenile 

probation area. 

We also intended to key the discussion to the 

relativ~ effectiveness of alternative program activities 

(e.g .. one-to-one counseling vs. group counseling vs. 

vocational training vs. family counseling. etc.). A 

content analysis of those reports evaluated as having 

policy utility revealed the one-to-one relationship 

(e.g., volunteer-probation counselor) as the core 

component of each program with only peripheral mention 

made of other program activities. This -was ~erhaps the 

weakest aspect of most reports~ relatively little attention 

in each report was devoted to a full explication of the 

;erogram activities being implemented as components of 

~he program's service delivery. The overwhelming modal 

tendency Ivas to use short-hand expressions. such as 

one-t0~one counseling. and discuss the rationale for 

an activity. rather than explicate its operat~onal 

components and. hence. identify the most important 

characteristi~s of service delivery. With few exceptions. 

we were forced to be quite liberal in applying the 

criteria of program activity specification. The reader 

I 

I 

I 
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interested in furth(~r details T'<::!r.;ilr'dinr. the vQriouG 

program activities of a particular study is advised to 

either obtain a oopy of the report or contact the 

volunteer administrator at the program location. 
--': 

A closer examination of the matrix in Figure 2 

suggests several over-all conclusions regarding research 

in this area. First~ there is no clear-cut Gvidence 

that volunteer programs ln courts and corrections are 

more suc~essful than other program alternatives in 

achieving corrunon objectives. The body of technically 

sound evaluative research on this question is. simply 

put. too thin. floreover. wi thin the body of technically 

sotind research. the reporte~ findings do not fit a clear 

pattern. This can be seen in the results displayed ln 

Figure 3. which classified each report cited in the 

policy utility column of Figure 2 by target population 

and demonstrated results. 

As the first two columns indicate. there is almost a 

perfect split in terms of demonstrated effectiveness. 

three reports demonstrating a significant difference (+) 

. betwee.n volunteer program performance and the comparison 

group performance. and two ~eports where there were no 

significant differences. In the rest of t.he columns. 

where the results reported were evaluated as "suggestive II. 

* A source f~r this information ~ould be the National 
Information Center on Volunteerism. Bould~r. Colorado. 
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Figure 3 

Program Results by Target Population 

Target Population 

Troubled Youth: 

Probation: 17 and 
Younger 

Probation: 17-25: 

Probation: Adult: 

Adult Parole: 

Incarcerated: 

Legend 

+ 

2 

1 

3 

Results 

o 

I 
1 1 
, 

1 

2 

S,O 

1 I 
1 

, 
: 

1 

1 

2 2 

1 

4 

1 1 

1 2 

2 

1 

o 

1 1 11 

+ = Claimed results accepted as valid~ volunteer program 
evaluation reports significant positive effectiveness 
relative to comparison groups. 

o = Claimed results accepted as valid~ volunteer. program 
reports a non-significant difference in effectiveness 
between volunteer program and comparison groups. 

S.+ = Claimed results are accepted as "suggestive" (i.e .. 
not fully validated). volunteer program evaluation 
reports a significant positive effectiveness of vol
unteer program relative to comparison groups. 

S.O = Claimed results are accepted as "suggestive". volun
teer program evaluation reports a non....,signi·ficant 
difference in effectiveness between volunteer 
program and comparison groups. 

o 
S,+ = "Suggestive" results. mixed findings claimed with 

balance of results reported as non-significant 
differences in effectiveness between .volunteer pro
gram and comparison groups. some positive results 
are l'eported . 

. '. 
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S.+ = "SU)jgCtlti.vc l l'csults. lllix~'d rilh.l.ine~3 ~~ltd.Il\~'d \,,rjth 
balclnce of l'l~:3ultl.l l'l~1'0rtl~d a::; :;i.l'..ni I.i~~dnt pOLd.Liv~' 
diffcrcnceLl in cffcctivClh"!St) bc1\-JCl:'J1 VOlllilh~(!r 
progl'aIII and comp~rison gl"'OUpS ~ SL"ll1le rwgative 
results l'(;!poI'ted (e. g .• increase in dl1Ug usage by 
volunteer assigned probationers) 

Blank = Study lacks policy utility due to weaknesses of 
evaluation methodology employed in study . 

. '. 
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a similar mixed pattern is evident. It should also be 

noted the mixed pattern of results is spread over the 

various target populations. with no apparent concentration 

.of demonstrated effectiveness evidenced for any particular 

target population. Although the modal frequency in the + 

column is the seventeen and younger probation category. 

the small cell frequencies preclude any firm conclusion 

regarding a preponderant effectiveness trend for this 

target population. 

Given these results. and the small number of technically 
f) 

sound research reports. it would be premature to speak of 

a "research trend:! towards demonstrating that volunteer 

~rograms were more successful than other program alternatives. 

On the other hand. we obtained only one report which 

demonstrated (or even claimed to demonstrate ) that a 

volunteer program was less successful when compared to an 
-:: 

alternative program. 

As we were preparing the final repo~t for this project. 

we received the preliminary findings from an evaluation of 

a volunteer program working with the delinquent wards (12-

17 years old) of a Michigan metropolitan county court. 
~': ~': 

* One report (#231) did ~ind that the volunteer grou~ did 
not do as well on one. of several. indicators of program 
effectiveness. The in~icator was drug dependency related. 

"0'; The authors of the present report have agreed not to 
neveal the specific identity of the volunteer program 
discussed until the release of the final evaluation report. 
FGr.infol:'mu.tion on the evaluation. contact Dr. tvlartin Gold. 
I,€seal:'ch C(mtt;)r [Ol~ Gl"OUD Dvnu.mics. Ins ti tute for Social 
R,,-!8~.J.l'ch. Uni vcrsi ty of f·u.chigc1Il. Ann Ar'Dor, Michigan 4810 G. 

- - ... .. .. 
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We mention thc:se findings. although preliminary. as the' 

research design WilS a randomized experimental design. with 

multiple indicators of program effectiveness. The findings 

sur;gest that on two of the volunteer program components 

(i.e.~ assignment of a volunteer probation officer and 

group counseling) there were statistically insignificant 

differences between the volunteer groups and the comparison 

(i.e .. control) groups. although the trend for the volun

teer groups was towards a higher delinquency level than 

the comparison groups .. Relative to a third program 

component (i.e .. tutor program) there was a statistically 

significant (significance of regression: p = .0004) 

difference between the volunteer group and the control 

group. The data for these findings were based on observa

tions taken during intake. after four months. and after 

six months. A final observation was taken after twelve 

months in the program but was not reported in the preliminary 

findings. We again would caution the reader that these 

findings are preliminary. A fuller assessmenf of the 

policy utility of the findings must await the full report 

which will detail the research design for the evaluation. 

present a much more refined analysis of the data Ce.g .• 

'numerous variables were included in the evaluation to 

measur~ the "process" of interac.tion between the volunteers 

and offenders). and present findings from the data 

-I 
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gathered ~fter twelve months. We have mentioned the 

preliminary findings here as they so strongly ran counter 

to the "trend II of reS8ilrch findings we had found up to 

preparing the final report for this project. Namely. 

that volunteer programs had performed as well. or better 

when compared to alternative programs. 

Even apart from the' above findings. the conclusion 

that volunteer programs do as well. or better. than 

alternative programs. is tempered.by several factors. 

First. those cases of demrn~trated success (#53C. #152. 

#178) were not "pure" volunteer grollp-no volunteer group 

comparisons. Those people in the "volunteer group" 

received a package of services (some of which the 

comparison group also received). one of the services 

being the assignment of a volunteer counselor. For 

example. in one program. people assigned to the volunteer 

group (i.e .. assigned a volunteer probation counselor) 

also had regular contact with a paid probation officer. 

attended driving school. \"ere treated for drug dependency. 

received family counseling services. etc. Thos~ assigned 

to the non-volunteer group received a similar package of 

ser~ices but were not assigned a volunteer probation 

counselor. Therefore. ~he more appropriate " evaluative 

question concerns the marginal gain realized due to the 

assignment of the volunteer pl"'obation counselor. This 

............ 
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type of question was unanswerable Biven the nature of 

the evidence presente-d in the repor't~;. 'l'he same 

caveat can be entered I'elative to the non-volunteel~ 

groups since it was indeterminate as to the exact nature 

and amount of the services -tha-t the comparison groups 

received. hence the standard of comparison was often 

ambigu·ous. Ambiguous in the sense that it was often 

unclear from.a report as to exactly what (i.e., alterna-

tive program services) the volunteer' group \vas being 

compared. Future researchowill hopefully attempt to 

clearly specify the package of services (i.e .. program 

activities) that various groups (i.e .. both volunteer 

and non-volunteer groups) receive in order to assess 

more directly the marginal gain question. 

A second factor, which hindered a direct comparison 

between the results of different studies. was the lack 

of uniformity across research reports relative to the 

criteria for measuring program effectiveness. In our 

review of the literature on client impact, we did not 

find a single pair of research reports which used the 

same set of performance criteria as measures of program 

effectiveness. The only overlap on performance measures 

between studies was generally in the area 6f measuring 

criminal or delinquent behavior. where a'general measure 

of "recidivism" was the modal effectiveness criterion 

.. - ... .. .. 
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employed. EVen ~n this instance. however. there was 'some 

diversity. with measures of arrest rates. number of 

offenses comIni tted. ser'iousness of offenses. etc., 

employed to assess program performance. In addition to 

including at least one of these types of measures. most 

studios also used several other measures ranging from 

school attendance. family adjustment. employment history. 

to nationally standardized personality inventories and 

attItudinal profiles. While the use of multiple indicators 

of program effectiveness is to be encouraged. there is 

a serious need for the development and use of a "national" 

set of effectiveness criteria. in addition to the criteria 

that prog~am personnel might want to use in their individual 

locales. The national effectiveness criteria would 

provide a set of standardized performance norms both 

for evaluating programs and. over time. developing a 

cumulative inventory of program results. The objective 

of the inventory would be a technically sound body of 

knowledge identifying which programs are most effective 

under different conditions. as measu~ed by a common set 

of performance criteria. 

A related point concerns the over-all technical 

·quality of the-research on client impact. While there 

is a recent infusion of systematic program evaluation 

methodology into the research on volunteer program 
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effectiveness. especially in regards to an increase in 

masters theses and Pll.D. dissertations. there is still 

a great need for methodological development in the area. 

especially in the case of in-house evaluations. Up to 

now~ for example. there has been an over-reliance on 

"testirnonials ll and non-random surveys of program 

personnel and. ln a few cases. program clients. While 

this type of IIdata" may be useful. it should serve to 

cross-validate. and not supplant. hard data on the 

impact of program activities on the behavior of program 

clients. especially those behaviors which resulted in the 

initial, or subsequent. involvement of the client with 

the criminal justice system. Measures such as the 

frequency. type, and seriousness of offenses: the length 

of time between offenses: measures of job and/or school 

performance~ standardized attitudinal or personality 

me~sures, etc .. should be included in any set of 

effectiveness criteria. The point being that the 

evaluation of program effectiveness should focus 

directly on those behaviors. or behavioral dispositions. 

that the program was designed to deal with rather than 

rely on second-party impressions of program achievement . 
. 

In the final analysis. a person is no·t a "successful lI 

graduate of a probation program if after leaving super

vision he repeats his previous pattern of criminal activity. 
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unless. of course. the program lS desir-ned to produce 

repeat offenders. 

Along this line. several additional points can be 

mC!de in the form of recommendations for future evaluations 

of volunteer programs. First. there is a need for greater 

attention in future evaluations to a thorough specification 

of the program's goals and objectives and. as was stated 

previously. the program activities designed to achieve 

them. Objectives should be stated in a measurable form 

~pecifying who is to be affected by the program. 

what is to be affected. when they are to be affected and. 

finally. how lon~ the effect will last. For example. a 

program designed to reduce the incidence of criminal 

behavior (e.g .. recidivism) should specify the target 

population for the program (who). the type and amount of 

criminal behavior to be reduced (what). when this reduction 

can reasonably be expected to occur (when) and. finally~ 

whether the program is designed to produce short or 

long-term reduction ln criminal behavior (how long). 

The emphasis upon program activities specification 

underscores the importance of determining how the program 

was implemented in terms of its operational characteristics. 

Factors such a~ the characteristics of the administrative 

personnel. the temporal aspects o~ the program activity 

(e.g .• timing and duration of treatment). implementation. 
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loc<lt.lonaJ. <l:11?l'cb.:i uC till' I'I'Ul'.l',llll. l':;l iJll,ll\':; t)1 l'l'~)fl\llli 

cost p~l' clctivily. ,lilt! Llll' L'.l'l1l'l'dl. l'(.'lltjlli:~l'd l'l\()~'.I',11l\ 

management procedul'es. etc .. should ill! idcntilicJ and 

measured. In other words. those cnaracteristics of the 

program which are: 1) hypothesized as most important to 

the success of the program: 2) manipulatable~ and~ 3) 

subject to potential replication at other program locations. 

Only vIi th this type of specific information ce'llcerning 

program implementation can it be determined why a program 

was. or was not. successful as well as the over-all 

evaluation of program effectiveness. This type of evaluative 

output is most important for future program planning. 

Another recommendation pertains to the measurement 

procedures underlying the evaluation of a volunteer program. 

especially the necessity of providing direct evidence on the 

reliability and validity of measures. The general impression 

from reading this body of research is that measures are 

chosen more for their convenience or availability rather 

than the extent to which they produce consistent measure

ments and actually measure what the evaluator seeks to 

measure. 

In terms of d~sign validity. we found a paucity of 

direct evidence that most of the evaluative research on 

volunt\:..er programs was sensitive, to the vilrious potential 

threats to the internal validity of a research design. 
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The most serious neglected threat was the "selection bias. 1I 

~ecially in the case .of using matched comparison groups. 

While we would argue that a true experimental design 

~pproach. with random assignment Qf people to volunteer-

no volunteer comparison groups. is the strongest design 

alternative. the realities of research in this area point 

to a continued use of matching designs. When using matching 

designs, the groups to b; compared should be selected so as 

to be as similar as possible on th~ dependent variable 

scores (i.e .. effectiveness criteria) or at least show 
t! 

very high. and significant corelations betwee~ the matching 

variables and the measures of program effectiveness. This 

reiterates the need for highly reliable measures to avoid 

the possible threats from the combined selection bias and 

the regression artifact problem. We would also urge that 

the simple ex-post-facto with no, control group comparisons 

be avoided in future research. Since evaluation is 

essentially a comparative enterprise. it is important that 

a comp&rison group be selected to provide an appropriate 

performance baseline. 

Also. on the point of design validity. greater attention 

should be paid to the external validity question (i.e .. 

generalizability of the ~esearch findings from one study 

to 'other' potential program locations). In addition to the 

use of prcbaLili ty sampling rnethoc.s to select repr'esentdtive 

............ 

.. 
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research populations for a study. the authors of a repor't 

should nWKC every att.ernpt to C1CcJ.l'ly specify any lind ta

tiens to the g.cnerulizabili ty of· their resul t8 vis-a-vis 

other potential pregram locations. For example. if 

certain community characteristics (e.g .. judicial support 

for the program. citizen involvement. etc .. ) are especially 

important to the successful operation of a program at a 

particular locale. these factors should be identified. 

The point being. that these factors may limit the direct 

replication of the program~ in a cornmuni ty net sharing 

these same characteristi·cs. 

On the question of analyzing results. a strong 

recommendation of this_report is to applY __ ~9~t-effec!ive~ 

ness approacJ1 tm,,'ards evaluating volunteeE-.p~ograms. It 

may be that simply looking at the over-all effectiveness of 

volunteer vs. no volunteer program alTernatives is asking 

the wrong question. Rather the question should be which 

program alternatives are most effective at the same level 

of financial cost. Within this perspective. the volunteer 

program may be evaluated as a more cost-effective approach 

towards achieving common objectives. Whatever the particulars 

of the evaluation design employed. a common standard of 

performance (i.e .. program results in relation to program 

~osts) would be the basis for a comparison. Up to now. 

the necessary data (i.e .• detailed specification of program 

L-___ -----------------~.~-~ .. -. 
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costs) has not been routinely gathered or. at least. was 

not evidenced in the research we evaluated. Hopefully. 

future evaluative research will ~mploy the cost benefit/ 

effectiveness approach towards assessing the relative 

effectiveness of various program alternatives. Despite the 

admitted pitfalls in this approach. such as accurately 

estimating costs or quantifying benefits .. etc .. it 

offers a promising research alternative worthy of exploring 

its usefulness as an input to program decision-making. 

A final consideration concerns the temporal aspects 

of research ln this area. A serious omission In this body 

of research. and for that matter ln the majority of 

evaluative research in general. is the evaluation of the 

long-term effectiveness of volunteer programs. All but a 

couple of the studies evaluated. focused on the immediate 

short-term effectiveness of volunteer programs. In most 

cases. the data was limited to the period of time in which 

the various comparison groups were either on probation. or 

some other type of supervised status. No attempts were 

made to evaluate the effectiveness of a program two or more 

years after the people left a supervised status. One 

possible way to remedy this would be to encourage follow

up evaluations of those programs initially evaluated in 

1971 or 1972. so as to assess the long-term impact of the 

program upon program participants .. A future-oriented 
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recommendation is to begin inter~Tatinr: program evaluation 

into the on-going operation of both current and" beginnin.£ 

volunteer programs so that data on the effectiveness of 

these programs would be routinely gathered as part of 

the normal record-keeping procedures. Rather than 

trea·ting program evaluation as a once-in-awhile. one-shot 

affair. it would become a routinlzed. integral component 

of each program's administrative decision-making process. 
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Summary 

This summary will focus upon our major conclusions 

regarding effectiveness in each of the issue areas. Our 

purpose here is to provide a convenient, capsulized set 

of conclusions which review the major findings stated in 

the text of the report. 

a. Recruitment. The body of research which we 

evaluated focused exclusively on the following. three 

factors: 1) the methods of recruitment~ 2) the number 

, of people who were recruited by different methods, and 

3) target populations where more effective recruitment 

efforts are needed. In regard to points 1 and 2. friends 

and then newspaper ads recruited the most effective 

volunteers. In regard to point 3~ the research reports 

generally agree that there is a need for increased recruit

ment methods to attract male volunteers. minority g~oup 

volunteers~ volunteers from working class backgrounds. 

lower. income volunteers and volunteers in rural areas. 

Our major recommendation in this issue area is that an 

evaluation of the effectiveness of alternative recruitment 

methods be given high research priority. 

b. Screening. In this issue area we found that the 

~uality control aspects of screening effectiveness are not 

unanimous •..... Some- contend that anyone who applies to be a 

volunteer should be so allowed~ while others argue for 
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possession of additional attributes regarding skill in 

serving clients in addition to simply having interest 

in serving as a volunteer. We ~rgue. therefore. for 

an objective. reliable and valid screening procedure 

which maximizes the chances of screening in potentially 

effective volunteers and minimizes the effect of either 

over or under screening. Furtller. while we found that 

several sources of information are generally cited as 

comprising the basis upon which the screening process 

is performed. no study provided fully objective guidelines 

for providing sets of these criteria to tlle screening 

proce3S. In fact. research in this issue area is 

characterized by varying definitions of volunteer 

success and the inclusion of different types of predictive 

variables such that there is little comparability across 

studies relative to an agreed upon set of objective 

measures for predicting volunteer success. Our major 

future research objective in this regard is for the 

development of a set of objective and uniformly applied 

criteria for screening volunteer applicants. 

c. Orientation and Training. While there is a 

generally shared consensus on the need for effective 

volunteer training. we found no single model of volunteer 

training which was consistently applied across a wide 

range of programs. While several different t~aining 
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methods were used. there was ~ marked absence of any 

systclIluti.c lIlouel Hilich spelled out the spl~ciric' fOl'n1<.lt 

in \'lh.i.cll thc mcthous were combincJ into c.l trdininr 

package wi th explicit guidelines to implc;mcmt the 

package with a training program. In addition. we 

found relatively little systenatic and empirical evidence 

on the effectiveness of alternative training procedures. 

We found. for example, no evidence which systematically 

demonstrated the necessary linkage between training and 

program effectiveness such that one could confidently 

argue that a program would not be as effective without 

the training component. Our major research recommendation 

in this issue area is for systematic testing of alternative 

training methods and procedures within a variety of 

court settings and specification of the situations under 

which various training methods are most efficiently and 

effectively applied. 

d. Matching. Within this issue area we con~luded 

that research as to which matching criteria are more 

likely to produce successful outcomes from the one-to-one 

relationship is inconclusive. The major shortcoming 

of the research in this area was the lack of an objective 
-. . 

standard for evaluating matching success and the absence 

of explicit guidelines for the application of matchi~g 

c!'i teria. 
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e. Client Impact. While the client impact issue 

category constituted the largest single research 

concentration of those reports screened as candidates 

.for a full evaluation. we found no clear-cut evic\ence 

that volunteer programs in courts and corrections are 

morc successful than other program alternatives in 

achievirig common object{~ei. Limitations of research 

in this issue area were prominent. First. in reports 

claiming success. there were not pure volunteer-no 

,vol unteer gl'oup comparisons" Second. rarely were the 

full complement of activities realized by an offender 

specified. Third. we did not find a single pair of 

research reports which used the same set of performance 

criteria as measures of program effectiveness. Our 

major recommendation ln this issue area was for the 

development and use of a national set of effectiveness 

criteria so that a set of standardized performance norms 

both for evaluating programs and inventorying program 

results could be established . 

. . 
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Agenda for Futur8 Research ------.--
In the course of'this project. we have identified 

several priority areas for future research efforts in 

"the volunteer field. While it should be remembered that 

res~arch in the volunteer field is a very recent devclop-

ment '(over 75% of the reports collected for tllis project 

were written since 1970). it is not too early to consider 

future research needs. The list of potential research 

foci discussed below is presented in terms of priority 

, areas for future evaluativ • .1 efforts. 

1. Evaluative Research on the Most Cost-Effective 

Methods for Recruiting Volunteers. This refers in particular 

to the recruitment of volunteers from specific geographic 

areas and population sUb-groupings. For example. there 

is a need for research on the effectiveness of different 

recrui tment methods in heavily urbanized ar'eas in contrast 

with suburban or rural communities. There is a need to 

develop effective recruitment strategies for securing 

people from certain specific population sUb-groupings such 

as males. minority groups. lower income groups. to mention 

just a few. There is also a need for research on the 

rec~uitment of individuals from various job specialities 

and ,persons having certain kinds of job skills. This type 

of research would. hopefully. provide evidence on the 

111 
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relative cost-effectiveness of different types of 

recruitment methods such as word of mouth, maGS media. 

church. etc .• relative to different typef:i of geographic 

areas und populution sub-groupines . 

2. ~e~~rch on the Host f.fficient and Progr'uTn

Effective Voll:lntccr' ~greeni1)8 (V~(~ch~~3!!!.. The need her'e 

is fur the development of sCl"'eening cr'i tCr'id ~vhich aid 

in the pr'ediction of successful volunteer' participation. 

Thus. research should focus upon screening instruments 

that: 1) can ~e o~jectively applied: 2) give evidence of 

producing relidble (i.e .. consistent) results: 3) ar'e 

geared to screening in a job-specific sense. and, 4) 

are of u~e in predicting volunteer success. 

3. Research on the Efficacy of Alternative Matching 

Procedures. This research focus applies mainly to the 

procedure of matching volunteers to offenders in the one

to-one relationship. It could also refer to research on 

the development of matching criteria for assigning 

offenders to group counseling programs. job counseling 

programs. tutorial programs. etc. The research should 

focus on the development of objective criteria. the 

procedures for applying. scoring. and interpreting the 

criteria. Futthermor~. the criteria should· be developed 

to facilitate the best fit betweeri volunteer skills and 
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offender needs. 

ll. Rest:;u.l'ch on th(~ Cost-Ef[ectivt::'n~~)s of j\ltcl"nJLiv(! 

VOluIl~t:ccr TraininG.. Procedures ._" This priority rl::fel's to 

job-specific training procedures and relates to both the 

training procedures and the effectiveness of alternative 

training materials (films, brochures. lecture formats. 

role playing formats. eLc.) The need here is for research 

to develop job specific training packages which can be 

readily implemented at different program locations serving 

different offender groups. 

5. Research on the Most Cost-Effective Procedures 

for Volunteer Recognition and Reinforcement. This was 

one cif the most neglected areas in terms of effectiveness 

analysis in the research we covered. Given the wide

spread p~oblem of volunteer turn-over, the general area 

of volunteer recognition should be given high priority 

in- future research. Under this category we would also 

include the topic of in-service training. We would 

recommend in particular in-service training methods which 

both serve to decrease the volunteer turn-over rate 

and are effective in further preparing the volunteer for 

participation in the program. 

6. Research on the Effectiveness of Alternative 

Program Administrative Approaches. This general iss4e 

-. 
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area han been almost totally neglected in the research 

to date. In most cases it receives only a cursory mention 

in the form of a few descriptive statements. Further 

research is needed on such topics as the minimum levels 

of financial support needed to operate programs of va~ying 

complexity. Also. the best mix of supervisory personnel 

to volu~teers. Further. the type of skills and/or expertise 

needed of supervisory personnel in varying program environ

ments. 

7. Research on Client 9Impact. While this area has 

received the bulk of research attention to date. further 

evaluative research is.needed to provide evidence concerning 

the effectiveness of volunteer programs relative to 

different types of clientele groups. Most importantly. this 

research should focus on the specific behavioral changes 

which occur within the clientele group as a function of 

exposure to the volunteer progranl. The over-emphasis 

on subjective impressions should be replaced by hard 

data dealing with the impact of the program on client 

behavior <e.g .. recidivisnl. job stability. family 

stability. community integration. etc.) Three areas are 

particularly in need of further research: 

a. Research on the. development of a uniform set 

of program effectiveness criteria. At the present time. -. 
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it is vil'tually jmpossiblL' tu cOlnp,n'\.~ J.il'l~Clly Vdl'i\.)lI~j 

progX)c1mS 1.11 terms of their effectiveness due to d lack 

of a common set of effectiveness criteria. 

b. The cost-effectiveness of volunteer programs 

relative to other program alternatives. The need her~ 

is to begin gathering data on the cost of volunteer 

programs and other alternatives Ce.g .. regular probation) 

can be directly compared in terms of financial resources 

expended. 

c. Research on the long-term effectiveness of 

volunteer programs in achieving outcome objectives. The 

research question here concerns the effectiveness of 

volunteer programs in their. impact on client behavior 

one~ two~ or several years after a client has left the 

program. This places the effectiveness question within 

a longitudinal perspective and specifically asks the 

question concerning the program's ability to produce 

permanently beneficial behavioral changes. 

The above list constitutes what we believe to be 

the major research priorities for future research stUdies. 

In general terms, we would advocate the adoption of an 

"experimental" attitude towards volunteer programs. That 

is. that each volunteer program be conceiv~d as an 

experiment to develop an effective rehabilitative treatment. 

Where possib~e. randomized exper~ments should be mounted 

to measure program effectiveness and prog~am innovations 
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ins±ituted where warranted by the experimental results. 

Where randomized experiments are not feasible. an 

l1evaluate and adoptlt approach is advocated using: the 

most systematic. comparative evaluation design available. 

That is. opting the program in light of hard evidence 

on its effectiveness or lack of effectiveness. It is not 

enough simply to assume that volunteer programs are 

Ilgood" simply because people donate their time and/or 

energies. The need is to identify volunteer programs that 

are demonstrably effective based on hard evaluative 

evidence. 
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Basic Considerations in Conducting a Program ~valucJ.tion 

Below is presented a research model vlhich outlines 

the basic steps one could follow in conductinr; an eval

uation of a volunteer program. While the discussion is 

not meant to be exhaustive, the intent is to identify 

the major considerations and research components that 

would be relevant to a systematic evaluation. Discu~sion 

is presented in terms of a set of information requiremen"ts 

and research decisions. 

1. Identification of~the Primary Research Issues 

To Be Investigated in the Program Evaluation. Since most 

programs will not have the resources to address all of 

the research issues endemic to volunteer programs. 

priorities will have to be set in terms of the research 

issues to be covered In the evaluation. Thus. the task 

of the evaluator is to identify those research issues 

(e.g .. recruitment. screening. matching. client impact. 

etc.) which will receive major attention and for which 

empirical data will be collected. We would contend that 

in any evaluation the client impact category should be 

given top priority in oraer to address the ultimate 

queBtion of the impact of the program on client behavior. 

2. Statement of the Program-Relevant Problems 

T,hat a Prozram Activity lS Designed to Solve. This step 

entq.ils a specification of the extent of the. I:needl1 for 

117 
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the program activity. and especially the history of this 

need prior to the beginning of the activity. For example. 

if a program activity is designed to reduce the level of 

recidivism. the evaluator should have data on the extent . . 

of recidivism over time prior to the onset of the program. 

Likewise. if a recruitment a Jtivity directed towards 

recruiting minority groups is to be evaluated. there 

should be some indication of the extent of minority 

involvement In the program prior to the onset of the 

recruitment innovation. In both examples. the search 
o 

is for the appropriate baseline data from whi~h program 

effectiveness (i.e .. need ratio factor) may be estimated. 

3. Specification of the Program Goals and/or 

Objectives. This step entails a statement of what the 

program is intended to achieve. It is imperative that 

these goals and objectives be stated in a form susceptible 

to empirical measurement (i.e .. quantified). Only in this 

way can an objective determination be made regarding the 

extent to which the goals and objectives were achieved. 

Two types of objectives can be distinguished: Procedural 

Objectives and Outcome Objectives. Procedural Objective~ 

refer to those objectives associated with the adminisirative. 

or managerial. aspects of program implementation. Thus. 

they are the objectives which may be established to assess 

the perfo~'lI\anc~ of those ac'l.ministrative functions associated 

.... ... ... .. 
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with the delivery of program service. Fop example. 

obj(!ctives u.s~,;ocJdtC!d with the l'ccl'ui lll1l'llt of volun l(!crs. 

the screening of volunteers. thE' matching of volunteers. 

etc. A synonym for this would be the concept of cost

efficiency. Outcome Objectives refer to those objectives 

associated with the desired changes in the behavior of 

the p~ogram clients (e.g .• probationers) which the program 

was. in principle. set up to produce. In other words. 

those objectives directly related to the behavior of 

the program clients (e.g .. ~reduction in criminal behavior. 

atti tude change. educati'onal improvement. job s tabili ty. 

etc.) The concept of "client impact" is relevant here. 

and the emphasis is upon the specific behaviors of the 

program clients the program activity is designed to 

affect. 

4. Identification of the Target Population Which 

Is To Be Served by the Program. This step entails 

several considerations such as the size of the total 

target population. the number of people 1n the target 

popUlation actually served by the program. the 

characteristics (age. sex. race. type of offense. etc.) 

of ~he program clients. the length of the time in the 

program. and the types.of program services ·received. 

The necessity for this information is found in the 

need to knot.; the extent of program cover'age (program 

I 
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participants divided by total target population). and 

the charact(:ristics of .the pro[!ram clients ~vhich may 

affect the success of the program. In other words. 

~n identification of the client subgroups for which 

program pa~ticipation was most. or least beneficial. 

This recognizes the fact that not all clients may not 

be affected in the same way. and it is the differential 

response to the program that the evaluator will want 

to uncover to get a clear picture C?f the impact of the 

program upon client behavior. Finally. this type of 
o 

information serves to identify the other potential 

target populations. or communities. to which the evaluation 

results may legitimately be generalized. That is. the 

reader of the evaluation report is provided with a basis 

fOI' assessing the utility of the evaluation results for the 

type of target population (i.e. ~ potential program clients) 

found at his or her program location. This underscores 

the need forI the evaluator to identify other factors 

(e.g .. community support. judicial involvement. etc.) 

which may limit the generalizability of evaluation results. 

5. Specification of Program Activities Designed 

To Achieve Either Procedural or Outcome Objectives. This 

step involves the proces~ of identifying. describing and 

me~suring the specific sets of conditions or treatments 

(e. g .• volul1tt2e:r.'. l'egular probation. group counseling. 

. .. .. -
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etc.) impoDed on tlle client I s pcU'ticipa'l il1f': .lnLlH' 

llro~~.l'u.lll. 1\11 .LllIpUl'LlIlt uupcct ur Llli~; :;ll~J' i.t; h) 

identify t11e diff CI'{mt typeG of pJ'Ogl'dlll dctivith'~) 

. experienced by different program clients and alElo to 

specify the time periods in which various program 

acti~ities were operational. This last point recognizes 

the developmental nature of most programs where 

different program activities may have been operative 

at different points in time. In ~dentifying the 

operational aspects of the ~arious program activities. 

several types of information would be relevant. Such 

factors as the source of program activity. the people 

responsible for delivering the program service (e.g .. 

volunteers and volunteer program staff), program 

personnel characteristics. the location of program 

implementation. and the administrative or organizational 

characteristics of the program delivery system. Also 

important are the temporal aspects of activity implementa

tion. such as the timing and duration of each activity per 

participant. the frequency of activity exposure. the 

time and source of entry into the program. and the 

sequence of treatment exposure while in the program. 

Finally. this category ~ould include the transfer of any 

physical material involved in the program- activity such as 

curriculum material. medical treatments. financial aid. etc. 

..... ... .. .. 
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G. Cost Anal~. This step entails a specification 

of the cost estimates associated with each program activity 

implemented within the over-all ~rogram operation. In 

general terms the evaluator is interested in obtaining 

information as a basis for a cost effectiveness analysis 

in comparison with other program aJ.ternatives. Under 

this heading. the evaluator is interested in estimates 

of both fixed costs and recurring costs. Fixed costs 

refer to such things as land, physical plant and other 

facilities. construction equipment and vehicles. initial 

training cost. research and project planning. etc. 

Recurring costs refer to such factors as salaries and 

wages. employee benefits. maintenance costs. miscellaneous 

materials and supplies. replacement training. professional 

consultation. etc. Both types of cost estimates go into 

calculating the financial resources expended in the course 

of i~plementing the volunteer program. This type of 

data becomes important if one wants to estimate the 'rate 

of return from the program in terms of behavior changes 

per unit of financial resources expended (i.e .. cost-

benefit ratio). 

7. Identification of Data Constraints. Under this 
. . 

heading. the evaluator would be concerned with identifying 

those limitations in the type of data to be gathered fqr 

purposes of conducting the evaluation. The na.tul'e and 

. 
. '. 
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scope of the evaluation will. in lcJ.r>ge purt. be determi.ned 

by the aVd.i..lable elata. and the ea.rly identification of 

the relevant constra.ints will serve to establish the 

focus of the evaluation. Some of the types of constraints 

concern the existence of the data. in terms of the source 

of the data and the. form of the da-ta. Secondly. some 

data may be simply unavailable for an evaluation due to 

the fact that it has not been recorded over time. or it 

may involve a highly sensitive area and is not made 

available. A third constraint involves the reliability 

of the data. In particular. the consistency and accuracy 

ln which the data has been gathered and reported during 

the course of the program's,operation. This factor prompts 

the need for periodic "quality control" checks on the 

reliability of the data. A final consideration is the 

cost of collecting the data for use in the evaluation. 

This is relevant not only to the amount of data collected. 

but also to the preparation of the data for analysis. 

Thus. at the early stages of planning the evaluation. 

priorities will need to be set for the type of data to 

be gathered. This relates to the question of the 

research issues to be investigated. and stresses the need 

for determining the research priorities for both immediate 

and future programming, and hence, priorities in data

cOllection . 

. '. 
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8. Data Collectioll and Data Hana~ment. At some 

point in t11e evaluation process. decisions will have to 

be made concerning the manner iIi which data will be 

collected and stored for ready access. Under data 

collection. ques"tions arise as to who will collect the 

data. how often the data will be collected. and in what 

format will the data be collected? Also. once the data 

has been collected. decisions will have to be made 

concerning the way in which th~ data will be managed 

for analysis purposes. Along this line. questions dealing 

wi th the procedure for s·toring the data (computer cards. 

computer tape. filing or classification system. etc.) the 

processing of the data. and the form in which the data 

will be reported will have to be addressed. 

9. Selection and Specification of Program Effectiveness 

Criteria. The need here is to select indicators of program 

performance which are consistent with the stated goals 

and objectives of the program. That is. they shoul~ be 

valid measures of program achievement relative to program 

goals and objectives. The recommendation is to gather 

mUltiple indicators of program effectiveness rather than 

relying upon a single indicator. The argument here is 

that anyone indicator contains a certain amount of 

fallibility. Thus. the evaluator looks for a convergence 

of evidence from several sources (i.e., performance 

---------------------------------
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indicators) as to the effectiveness of the program. It 

is the consistency of effectiveness across a number of 

indicators which provides the stronBest evidence that 

the program is producing the intended effect. The 

emphasis is upon indicators directly tied to the bcllavior 

of program clients. such as recidivism. educational 

improvement. job acquisition. attitude change. family 

adjustment. etc. 

10. Selection of a Research Design Which Maximizes 

the Internal and Externai Validity of the Evaluation 

Analvsis within the Realistic Constraints of the Research . 
Setting. In general. this refers to a research design 

whi6h beit serves to discount the plausibility of other 

variables. or factors. as the primary causal agents for 

the results observed. The emphasis here is upon a 

research design which is comparative in the sense that it 

allows comparisons between the behavior of the volunteer 

program participants and a clearly identified standard 

of performance. Performance standards may be such things 

as the behavior of the program participants prior to 

participating in the program. the behavior of groups not 

participating in the -program,. or the behavior of the 

program participants relative to some expected level of 

performance. The main point is that the research design 

selected perm~ts a systematic com~arison between the 

" 
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behClviorCll chClnge evidenced in the program client group 

and some other' obj ecti v(-.!ly detennined performance standard. 

Simply to state that. for example. the clients assigned 

volunteers evidenced a recidivism,rati of 35% is not 

enough. The important question concerns the level of 

recidivism relative to some standard of performance. 

such as 'people not assigned volunteers. VIi thout a com

parative standard. the recidivism figure is uninterpretable. 

The research design should therefor.e provide for a clear-

9ut standard of comparison a~ an aid to interpreting the 

evaluation findings. The ~eferences cited at .the 

conclusion of this section provide numerous examples of 

research design alternatives. 

11 .. Estimation of Those Observed Effects which 

May Reasonably be Attributed to Specific Program Activities. 

Under this heading is the attempt to measure the 

difference between, for example. comparison groups. or 

the change in client behavior observed Over time. The 

problem for the evaluator is to determine the types of 

effects (e.g .• behavioral. attitudinal. cognitive) that 

were produced by the program activity. For example. 

did t,he program produce short-term behavior changes which 

dissipated over time. or,were changes produced which 

peraisted in a relatively stable manner ov~r time. 

Nor'eover. at what point in time \Vere the effects observed? 

.... ~. -
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Also. did the program activity affect all of ,the 

participants in the same way or were program participants 

affected differentially as a function of different 

.characteristics (e.g .. sex, age. race. previous offense 

history)? Another important factor here is the utiliza-

tion of statistical procedures Hhich are appropriate for the 

type of- data collected in the evaluation. The evaluator 

must take care that the statistical procedures are 

congruent with the characteristics. of the data collected 

and the results obtained are not an artifact of the 
tJ 

statistical methods used.' 

12. Identification of the Major Assumptions and/or 

Uncertainties Contained in the Evaluation and Estimates 

of How These Hay Have Affected the Results and/or 

Conclusions of the Evaluation. The point here is that 

the evaluator should be sensitive to the potential, or 

real, shortcomings of the evaluation and how they may 

have affected the results. More importantly. there 

should be awareness of the assumptions made (e.g., the 

reliability or validity of measurements) and how these 

bear upon the accepiability of the evaluation results. 

Many of these assumptions. or uncertainties will. in 

most· cases. be known only to the evaluator .. The integrity 

. of' the evaluation is. therefore. dependent· upon the 

evaluator'~ full disclosure of this type of information. 

.... ... .. .. 
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A full explication of each of the above steps. or 

considerations. is beyond the scope of the present 

report. For the interested reader of this report. we 

have selected several sources dealing with varlOUS 

aspects of evaluation research methodology. Those 

marked with an asterisk (*) would be of particular 

use to people having a limited background in evaluation 

research methodology. The reference marked (**) is an 

excellent compilation of abstracts of evaluation research 

materials. 

I 
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